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PREFACE

Have you ever asked yourself what keeps the moon in the sky?
Thousands of years ago men asked themselves this question.
Why, they wondered, didn't the moon fall to earth like other
objects? They thought about it, but they could not reach a
completely satisfactory explanation. Early in the seventeenth
century, Johannes Kepler concisely described the motions oldie
moon and the planets. Yet Kepler's three laws of planetary
motion did not explain why: they merely told how orbiting
bodies behaved.

Then, towards the end of the seventeenth century, Isaac Newton
published his famous Principia, one of the most significant con-
tributions to science ever made. Newton is perhaps the greatest
mathematician and scientist the world has known. In a burst of
creative activity when he was 24 and 25 years old, he worked
out his laws for motion and gravitation. These laws, with great
simplicity, explained the motion of all objects and the force of
gravitation that operates between all objects.

Newton's laws not only explained the moon's motion around the
earth and the planets' motions around the sun; they also ex-
plained the motion of all objects, no matter where they were in
the universe. His laws apply_ to celestial motions that have been
going on for billions of years, and they apply to the latest space-
craft orbiting the earth or heading for some distant planet.

In Gravitation, you will follow the steps of Newton as you build
an understanding of motion and gravitation. You will start with
basic ideas of speed, acceleration, force, and mass. You will
undertake activities that will lead to a concept of motion and
gravitation that covers objects on the earth as well as far-off
galaxies speeding through the universe.

Gravitation is the third in a series of six books that make up THE
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS ASTRONOMY PROGRAM. The program
has been developed by professional astronomers and science
educators to stimulate your interest in some of the basic con-
cepts of astronomy. Your knowledge of these concepts will lead
you to a greater awareness of the universe in which you livea
universe that is more understandable because of Isaac Newton.
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CHAPTER 1

Motion and Common Sense

The earth spins. The moon is in orbit. The sun sireal.s lottard the still.
III 12 Ini/soc. Ill le \\ inter sky the 4.1)110.111161w Orion rises ill the

east tind 1n1\ v1:4 Ilnuiigii 111e night 1(mard Ilie west. The Ilig flipper
circles tilts I) around the Nortli Suit (. (111, \s the months go in,
the sun seems to glide eastmird through the constellations. The uni-
verse is in Poitslaill motion: nothing stands still.

-'-'11'1"-vvkiv.v.rr`144-

For a long time astronomers have been able to chart the universe. They
have determined the distance to the moon within a few miles and they
have predicted centuries in advance the dates
eclipse the sun.

Long ago. astronomers discovered some rules to describe how the
members of the solar system are moving. Every planet travels along an
ellipse, with one focus of the ellipse at the sun. When a planet is
closer to the sun, it travels more quickly than when it is farther away.

But one puzzle lingered longer than many of the others. Motion takes
placeendlessly. Why? What makes an object move? What makes the
moon orbit steadily around the earth and the planets around the sun?

when the moon will
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kin,h sinini sold, 11i1ti Its m11111111 pinini hi Ow l'his

ihihnininos ohjinq's 11111111111, ..11nnin ling 10 Ihiti 111'11, 1111,1V I1, it
,11,111, 1,1,1\\,,,,11 111,611 1111,1

11111111111 III oil.

Near Ow iiiry oldevis op. 1(4419 Imes
occurs 11 hell 11111 do solmidling 1 1011'111 11111'11 11111 h111111'.

111111p, 11111 1)1' 11S 11111111111 111111P, \\IWO y1111 11111111 l'1ek, 11111 111'1' 1'11111'11111'

Hushing it 01111411 ilio ()Illy dn. dm%1%iird drop is mound,
hinizollhd nlnlion twills hlini n force,

\lotion 1111110 111'111011s, hol%eler, %% Ii 11 \\11. 1101

111'1)1111' 1111)11011 111111 1111' son, Ow moon, Ow stars, mid div plotivis movcd

zdom.; noniron) in do. onl pvifect ro in cindos, 'These objvvIs did
not licvd Io ho pushed along. 'rhos rl.(piirvd no force to kelp thew going.

lid Ilds reasoning, sou could tai) dun a falling stone requires no force.
Nor does a rising balloon nor an (whiling planet. \lotion is natural if an
object is returning 10 % here it belongs, Explanations are needed only
% hen objects do nut II) inn natural %%It\ \\hen 111'Ll11 011.leelS

Moving it1)11 art', or light ones dminard, or When 6101911y bodies slop
11101'111g, 111 eireles. ()Ilk 111(91 11111S1 11e look for fortis that Ilse

, ,
11 nyou eliee tnat each object moves nmard some natural location in
the tun\ erse, that each object has its own place, then Nom astonom
consists of Finding the natural spot for each planet. for each star, for zmy
astronomical hod' that interests von. According to this idea, an objt ct's
motion depends on the object. Stars don't IlloN'e flit VilV rocks do. Tile
silo Moves differently from smoke.

Tills idea or Motion weals like coMMol) sense. V1.11en Noll plate zl hook
on the lloor anti !Wish i1. the VS 1.1)1' a %%lido. Then it stops

naturalIN. II you ant the book to keep 'no\ ing, von keep plishing it. In
fact. %%hen \011 see ei111111 111).i1'1'1 111 1111)111M. it seems that some force
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11114.1 111,1,11 1,N11111,11 (Ill 111e 111).11,41, 11 1111111, 11-1 11111 101'414,1 11101'1, 114,4,111h 111 114,

1141 111111111, 11' 11111 11'41111 y11111' 1)14,y4,10, 1111' 1110 011, 11111;-1, II 11111 51111)

1)14111111W, 11 h11)11ri 111 101151 11111,1' 41 1114)110,

1)111'H 1114' sante reasintilig apply 141 a 1)4111 you trm% or 4111 arro%
,hoore Troy, II lofty mon, 0114,11 0111, 111111'illA. 1'4111 (1\4,11 0111' 11111h1,10N

1 11441Ve 11 hall, The light siring oll II lio shirts the arrow II) ing through
till' air. ()Ile push keeps each of 1111941, 1111:0,415 Moving Inv he1 01'111

S0(1011115. II you believe that objects move only %%hell 11 N11)11,111 foree P*111\-
1 ' 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 , 1 1 1 , ' , n i l 11111.51 5 1 9 1 1 1 ' 1 1 fur I I 1 4 4 1 1 , 4 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 keep) 1 1 1 i um% In*,

Aristotle, a (;reel. scientist %vim lived Mont 111)111 1114) 111011s01111 11411's ago,

had an explanation, Ho thought that as an arrmv flies, the air from the tip
of the arrmv svishes 14) the tail, According to his idea, %%hat keeps the
arrow in flight?

Todav we can test Aristotle's idea by performing experiments, We min
throv II ball or shoot an arrow when there is no air. Acconling II)
Aristotle, would 4111 arrow fly ill a vacuum? We can also test Aristotle's
idea by simply asking a question. If Aristotle was right, wily does an
arrow flying through the air lose speed and hill In tin' ground? This

ss,

question couldn't be answered easily. More than a thousand years
passed before a few scientists began to doubt some or Alimony', ideas
illId to search for better ways to explain the causes of motion.

The study of motion presented puzzles to curious scientists for centuries.
Forces are needed to move a rock up, but not to move a rock down. After
all, you don't have to push a rock to make it go down. It goes down
naturally. Doesn't such an idea seem like common sense? Some
scientists wondered.

Once an object starts moving, a steady force is needed to keep it going.
A book ;Ioesn'1 slide along the floor forever. Soon it will come to a stop.
Such an idea seems like common sense. But some scientists wondered.

9



Tho moon inovoo ondl000ly nor000 Iha okv, Nothing 000mo to iniohinf;
it, No form+ io noodod, Tho !mm noniron), inovoo thin wnv, Such no

like °minium oonoo, 11111 oomo ovionlioio NY111111-11.011,

111011A 11110(11 1110111111 olungotl oval' Illy ooninrivo oonuoo ociondoio vn,

ilorod, In Olio hook you will lint) nut how tool why hoholo about motion
01[11114ml, You will 10111'11 Wily (II 111VIl ill 01'111 through Nwt), And
you will hoar about mono of tho mon who mlvoneml our untlorolmollug
of why oho univoroo movoo 11F1 II doo,
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CHAPTH1

Sit%tiglit mid Si 004 ly

(;111111111111 111'11111' 1111:, 11111 hoc Ili 1111-11 k0011 11

111111114A IIr 1111.11111}1,. 11111 110% 111111k Id ills strovI 11111101110111 HAN, ) 1111 }i,1 \

1111 hi& Whit itilit it 1111 111111111110 11' 0 1111M \wit, 11111

1110 19001' 11111111111' 0111 111111 }1,1 0 11 1110 :1111110111111111111111 1111:111, %%mod tol
lorilior, II oll silk I 1111, 111,1ils owl v11,011011 011 1111, cluilk 1111,i
040, 1111. 111111 pm on lho Hui 1111.

11'0 1k1.1.0 111111; V110111;11 111141 1'01110111 0111111P11, 1110 1'1111 MO 4,1'1001' 1lntiltl p,
11 Ser long sit

ACROSS THE FLOOR

;,:111P1d'/RT

Tr pushing all across the lima.. Think f I the forces
acting on the shoo box daring its brief jouria,N, To With, it
1110Nes at no speed at all. It talscs a shost, to get it started. litit at
the instant your hand and the hex part, the box 11101,e, acrotiti Illy
lloor at a certain sp011, fret I,er S((011(1. change
its !notion from 0 ft/set. to 1,1 ft /sec. The force of your ptisli speeds
op the box.



As soon as the box is moving, a different force pushes on it. A frictional
force exerted by the floor acts to slow down the box. After a short dis-
tanre it comes to rest. The box is slowed by the force of friction from a
speed of 1.4 ft/sec to no speed at all. And the instant it conies to rest, the
frictional force disappears.

We live in a world Of friction. Friction is a force that resists motion.
If the box is sliding eastward, the floor exerts a westward-pushing force
on the box. The frictional force acts in the direction opposite the direc-
tion an object is moving.

L

SHOES

BIG STUFF, LITTLE STUFF

You have observed that a sliding shoe box is soon slowed down by
frictional forces. And you know than friction ark opposite to the
direction of motion. Would the amount of matter in an object make a
difference in the WilV it might move? You can find out more about
moving objects without interference from frictional forces.

Vc) Suspend Li paper clip On a string. Place an empty shoe box in the
path of the clip. Lift the clip to a certain height and let it swing
into the box. Watch the swinging clip. What happens to it when it
collides? Pack a small lump of clay around the clip. Lift it to the
same height as before and let it go again. What happens to the
swinging object this time? Add still More clay and observe what

12



happens. Try this activity using a pint; -gong ball, and then a lump
of clay the same size. What happens to the moving object each
time? Would it he correct to sav that bigger objects resist change
in motion more than smaller ones?

Think about two wagons. One is empty, but the other one is loaded..
Each is rolling down zi hill at the same speed. Which one is easier
to stop?

(A)V ind two shoe boxes the same size, Place some rocks in one box,
but leave the other one empty. Tie each box %vith string and hang
it from a yardstick as shown below. Attach a thin rubber band to
each box to use as a rough measure of force. With the rubber band,
pull the empty box. How much does the rubber band stretch? How
much force is exerted on the box? Now do the same with the other
box. Notice the stretch of the rubber band this time. How much
force is needed lo move this box?

I, 13
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IAD On the floor are two closed shoe boxes. One is empty; the other
contains a brick. Kick the first box. Then kick the second box with
the same strength. What happens?

Poll have two objects that look alike and are the same size. Rut some-
how they are different. One moves readily when a force is exerted on it
the other offers more resistance. Why is there a difference in the way
each one moves? Perhaps you will say that one box is light and One is
heavy; or that there is more stuff in one box: or there is more matter
in one.

Think of all the matter in an object as its mass. Mass is a basic property
of any object. Wherever the object is placed here on earth or far out ill
space its mass stays the same. Mass is constant so long as no part of
the object is removed or other matter added to it.

A star has a great deal of mass. a locomotive less, a tennis ball still less,
and a speck of (lust even less. The greater the mass of a stationary ob-
ject. the more it tends to stay exactly where it is. The greater the mass
of a moving object, the more it tends to keep going just as it is, moving
in the same direction at the same speed. You can think of the mass of an
object as its tendency to resist changes in motion.

gc) Set up a smooth ramp. Roll a small cart or truck down the ramp
and wanli it move alter it leaves the ramp. liecalisc it has some
mass, it tends to move straight across the floor at constant speed.

14

friction (10CS11.1 slow it down very much. NOW Nit a small obstacle,
such as a wood stick. on the Iloor a few feet from the ramp. Roll
the truck from the ramp again. Describe the motion of the truck
before and after it collides with the obstacle. What dhl the stick do
to the truck? Put some weight into the truck and try again. What
did the stick do to the truck this time?

15



It was Galileo's (gal-eh-LAY-ohz) astonishing idea, hack in the 1600's,
that an object tends to remain at rest or to keep moving straight at con-
stant speed unless a force of some kind compels it to move otherWise.
The stick of wood exerted a brief force on the track while the two were in
contact, changing the motion of the rolling truck. If the stick had not
been there, the truck would have kept going.

Yon have seen that if an object is at rest, it tends to remain at rest. If
another Object is moving, it tends to continue moving in the same direc-
tion at a steady speed. This tendency to move with an unchanging
motion depends on the mass of the object. Only if a force acts on an
object will its motion change. And the more massive a body, the harder
it is to change its motion.

A WORLD WITHOUT FRICTION

Imagine that there is no such thing as friction. Push a book across the
floor. It keeps on going. There is no force to slow it down, so it keeps
going until it bumps into the wall zwross the room. The wall exerts a
brief force and changes the book's motion so that it bounces back across
the room again. Back and f( t1 It goes forever.

'rear down all the walls and extend the floor for a mile or more. What
does the book do? Without friction the book simply keeps going along at
a fixed speed in a straight line.

r.

s. "*"

Finally, imagine that the book is far out among the stars, far from any
other object. There is scarcely any friction ill space. After your push, no
other forces are acting on the book, yet it continues to move. Can you
describe its motion?

15
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Without friction in space, how would you expect an isolated star to
move? Practically no forces are exerted on such a star. So it keeps doing
just what it was doing yesterday and the day before moving at con-
stant speed along a straight path.

J-
1

Remember some of Ai istotle's ideas about motion. For almost two
thousand years his ideas seemed like common sense. Why were we
misled for so many years? Why did people continue to believe that you
had to keep pushing an object to keep it moving in any other way than
its "natural" way? Nobody took into account the effect of friction. Fric-
tion was the culpritfriction, the. force that operates all around us here
on earth, slowing clown whatever is in motion.

Let's now turn outward to the universe of celestial bodies. Are things
really entirely different out there than they are here on earth? Do objects
naturally behave in au entirely different way out among the stars?

1
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CHAPTER 3

Curved Motion

In his day, Galileo could not turn to the stars to make accurate observa-
tions of their motions. He had no way to find out whether his ideas
about motion worked for stars as well as for rolling balls. But in more
recent times, astonomers have been able to measure how a star moves.

1

Galileo Galilei (1546-1642) tried to answer the question
of why motion occurred. His investigations
laid the groundwork for Newton's laws of motion.

And every isolated star that has been observed carefully for many years
has been found to move through space in a straight line at constant
speed as it should if Galileo's ideas are correct.

But what about other objects in space? Look at the moon; it is moving in
a curved path around the earth every month. Jupiter's satellites are
orbiting around their parent planet. Mars goes around the sun every 687
days. Man-made satellites close to the earth complete an orbit about
every 90 minutes.



EDTie one end of a 3-foot piece of string around an eraser. Make sure
that the knot is good and tight, and that no one is in the way. Hold
the other end of the string in your hand and start the eraser moving
around your head at a steady speed. What kind of path does the
eraser take? Can von explain why the eraser moves in this path?

gc) Look at the diagram below. The arrow tells something about the
forward motion of the eraser. The string is exerting a force on the
eraser. A small arrow shows the direction of this force. In what way
does this force affect the eraser?

I
1

0

gcThrow a ball several times and observe its path carefully. Describe
how it moves. Make a rough sketch of the ball's path.

18
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Look at the diagram below showing the flight path of a ball. The ball is
shown at two positions. In each position an arrow leplesents the lolwand
motion of the ball. Think of the atiows as showing the speed of the ball
and the ducer it was moving at eac it instant-

As it flew through the air, the ball did not ve along the dotted straight
line at a steady speed. Instead. it ]]]]] ved in a curved path. Its direction
kept changing;. What force was acting oil the hall to change its motion?
Not friction. At low speed, friction with the air has very little effect on
the ball.
What other force could be ate ling on the ball? Gan you draw 1111-1.43WS to
show the force aeting on the. ball?

There are no strings attached to objects moving in space. A nun -made
satellite is not tied to the earth like a whirling rock on 4.1 Si ri No giant
hawser pulls on the Mt/011, keeping it in a curved path. Yet the 1110011
travels in orbit around the earth. The earth orbits the sun. These objects
have great mass. Why do they travel a curved bath? Shouldn't they tend
to continue moving in a straight line at constant speed?



You know that when a force is applied, the motion of an object changes.
Some force must be pulling on the ball von threw to curve it toward the
ground. Force must be acting on the moon to keep it from moving in a
straight line. Force must lw affecting the motion of the earth to keep it
in a curving track around the sun.

Long ago people would simply have said that it is natural for a ball to
fall to the ground when it is thrown. It was thought perfectly natural for
the moon to move in orbit around the earth. But now we can think of
these motions as being caused by a force. You can't see this force, yet
you know it is there, acting on the ball and on the moon as if they were
tied to the earth. This force is gravitation.

hi what vays does the force of gravitation affect the motions of objects?
1-low does gravitation cause the ball to follow a curved path back to
earth? Why does the moon keep moving in orbit centnry after century?
Let's find out more about how objects change their motions when forces
are acting on them.

21
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CHAPTER 4

Forces and Speed

Tug a knotted rope in one direction and have a partner pull just as hard
in the Opposite direction. Which way does the knot move? Can von
explain why?

When two forces are equal in strength but act in opposite directions,
the forces Lire balanced. The resulting force. the '1(1.1in-re. is zero. The
knot in the rope remains stationary.

Can balanced forces also act on a moving object?

Imagine you are riding 'in a jeep on a straight stretch of road. Not
another car is in sight. The jeep is moving along at a constant speed of
35 miles an hour. It is neither gaining nor losing speed. Picture the
forces acting on the car. There is the force driving it forward, and also
the backward force of friction. Think of these two forces being equal,
but acting in opposite directions. The forces are balanced. 'Flue result.
the net force on the jeep, is zero. So the jeep moves along at con-
stant speed.

22
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Step on the gas pedal. What happens? A net force acts on the jeep. It
arts on you too, and you feel the push. The forward force is now greater
than the backward frictional forces, and the forces on the jeep are no

JA01 CISIAWADA8 . FORWARD FORCE

4
NO NtT FoRcE

35 AAPEA"--
(C

rat tos\
0

longer balanced. A net force is pushing in the direction of the jeep's
motion, so you gain speed in the direction you are going. Soon you are
traveling at 45 miles an hour.

apAol CRAwADAEL FORWARD RACE
c c

NEI FORCE l
C. CC

35 tiPH 1-

Let up a little on the gas, and the jeep moves at a steady speed again.
It rolls along at 45 miles- an hour. Once again the forward force is
balancing the backwarcl frictional force. The net force is zero. Speed
is constant.

]50-1 01AW>IDAa . FORWARD FORCE

NEI' f o RzE

Stop sign ahead! Step on the brake and the frictional forces heroine
much greater. The forces are unbalanced again. In which direction is
the net force acting? What happens to the jeep's motion?

22 2 3



FORCE AND MOTION

You don't have to ride in a jeep to understand how force affects the
motions of objects. You can work in the classroom.

cpStand about 8 feet from the wall of your classroom. Place an
empty can on the floor. Then give it a push so it rolls toward the
wall. Watch what happens to the can the instant it strikes the wall.

Picture the forces at work in your experiment. When the can was
motionless on the floor, there was no net force acting on it. The can
stayed just where it was. But the instant you gave it a push a net force
acted on it. Which way did the force act? Which way did the can move?
Did you have to keep pushing the can in.order to maintain its motion?

If you watched the can roll toward the wall, you probably noticed that it
moved at almost constant speed. As it rolled, there was practically no
net force acting on the can. So it just kept moving along steadily in a
straight line. What happened to the can when it struck the wall? In
which direction was the net force applied? What happened to the motion
of the can?

In the world of moving things we occasionally see a quick push or pull.
But most forces act on objects for a longer time. Let's see what happens
to an object when a constant force continues acting on it for a while.

Make a rbber-band scale to measure force. Place a paper clip at
the edge of a thick piece of cardboard. Slip two rubber bands
through the clip. Each rubber band should measure about 3 inches
in length. Use rubber bands that are of the same thickness. Tie a
5-foot piece of string to the rubber bands.

"".
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Hold your scale so the string and rubber bands hang toward the
floor. Make a mark beside the bottom of the rubber bands. Make
two or three more marks at I-inch intervals below the first mark.

Now tie the other end of the string to a small cart with a brick in it.
Place the cart and its load on the floor at one end of a long hallway.
Holding the rubber-band scale with both hands, take a position
ahead of the cart. Make sure that the string is not too loose.

When you are ready, pull the loaded cart with the rubber-band
scale. Try to keep the force steady. Practice until you are satisfied
you can do it well. Keep the end of the rubber bands at mark
No. 1 on the scale. In this way you will be pulling with a constant
net force of mark No. 1. What happens to the speed of the cart?
What must you do to keep pulling with a constant force?
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Iry this activity several times. How fast is the cart moving %viten you
first start to pull it? Notice the speed after you've been pulling %yid] a
constant force for one second; then for several seconds. The arrows in
the sketch represent the distances traveled by the cart in each unit
of time.

Can You see that the cart is constantly changing its motion? It is being
accelerated. What is happening to its speed during each second? Can
vou imagine how fast it would be traveling after 10 seconds?

N

3'

MEASURING ACCELERATION

14

In the last activity you applied a constant force to the loaded cart. You
found that the cart continued to gain speed. that is, to accelerate. So a

constant force seems to make an object keep changing its speed. keep
accelerating. Let's see if acceleration can be measured.

gc) Use the loaded cart and the scale again. Place a marker on the
floor beside the front wheel. This will show the cart's starting
point. Use the force scale to pull the cart just as you did before. Try
Your best to keep the rubber hand at mark I on the scale so the net
force oil the cart will be constant. In this activity keep track of
time in seconds.
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It may be difficult to keep the force constant and make precise
measurements of time. Practice before trying this activity. When
you are confident that everything is ready, start the cart moving
with a force of mark 1. Keep the force constant.

At the end of second No. 1. have an observer put a mark on the
floor to show the position of the front wheel of the moving cart.
Have other observers do the same at the end of seconds No. 2,
No. 3, and No. 4. They will have to work quickly.

Let's try to estimate the acceleration of the cart. Stretch a string from
the -start- mark to the position of the cart at the end of second No. 1.
See the illustration. Call this length one unit of distance. Now find out
how many of these units the cart traveled from the end of second No. 1
to the end of second No. 2.

SEC i'3
--- 3----- - - - --

5EC42 Smclik 1 0

How far does it move in the next second? The next? Make a record of
your measurements. Don't he too concerned if the distances come out in
fractions. Simply round off all measurements to the nearest whole
number and enter in a table like the one at the top of page 27.

To find the acceleration of the cart, arrange the data in your copy of
the table. Enter the measurements from your activity in the middle
column. At the end of second No. 1, how far has the cart traveled? One
unit of distanci.. It moves one distance unit in one second. So its speed
was 1 unit/sec. Read this quantity as "one unit per second."' How far
did it move in the next second? What was the speed? Its speed was 3
units/sec. The cart traveled two distance units farther in this second
than in second No. 1. You can say the cart speeded up 2 units/sec
during this second. When the can: speeds up, it is accelerating. So its
acceleration was 2 units /sec in a second.

Remember that the constant force of mark 1 was acting on the cart. Look
at your table on the following page. What do you notice about the speed
of the cart from one second to the next second? Complete the accelera-
tion column. What do you notice about the acceleration of the cart at
different times?
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Time from Distance Traveled Increase in Speed
Start Each Second in One Second

(average speed) (acceleration)
0 sec.

1 sec.

2 sec.,

3 sec.

4 sec.

1 unit/sec.

3 units/sec.

units/sec..)

units/sec.

2 units/sec.
each second
units/sec.
each second
units/sec.
each second

You worked as carefully as possible to find data on the cart's motion.
But no matter how hard you tried, some errors probably occurred. What
are some reasons for errors in measurement? Why was it so difficult to
measure accurately?

If precise measurements of time and distance could be made and the
net force on the cart were constant, your table would look something
like the one below. Notice that each second the cart travels a greater
distance than the second before. So each second the average speed of
the cart is increasing.

What was the acceleration of the cart? With a constant net force of
mark 1, the cart gains speed at the same rate every second. The accel-
eration is constant 2 units/sec each second. A constant force seems
to result in constant acceleration. Did you find similar results?

Time from Distance Traveled Increase in Speed
Start Each Second in One Second

(average speed) (acceleration)
0 sec.

1 sec.

2 sec.

3 sec.

4 sec.

1 unit/sec.

3 units/sec.

5 units/sec.

7 units/sec.

2 units/sec.
each second

2 units/sec.
each second

2 units/sec.
each second
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FORCES AND ACCELERATIONS

You have observed the cart as it was accelerated by the constant force
of mark 1. What will happen to the cart if the load remains the same, but
the net force on the cart is greater? Can vim guess something about the
rate of acceleration? Test your hunch.

;X) Work your experiment in exactly the same manner as before. This
time, however, exert more force. Pull the cart with the rubber bands
stretched to mark 2. It may be difficult, but try to keep the force
constant all the time.

MARK 2 FORCE

Use the same distance unit as in the first experiment. Make measure-
ments as you did before. Forget about fractions and simply round off all
distance measurements to the nearest whole number. Then enter the
data in a new table to find the acceleration of the cart when the force is
mark 2.

Compare your acceleration data with those from the first experiment.
Make comparisons of your findings fur each second. Flow do the ac-
celerations compare? From the results of this experiment, can you make
a statement that tells how force affects acceleration?
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In this experiment, as in the one before, measurement errors creep in. If
you had been Little to make precise measurements of time and distance
when the net force on the cart was doubled, your table would contain
the data shown below.

Time from Distance Traveled Increase in Speed
Start Each Second in One Second

(average speed) (acceleration)
0 sec.

1 sec.

2 sec. 3

3 sec.,

4 sec.

2 unit/sec.

6 units/sec.

10 units/sec.

14 units/sec.

4 units/sec.
each second

4 units/sec.
each second

4 units/sec.
each second

Remember the load is the same lint the force was doubled. What
happened to the acceleration when the force was doubled? Can you
make Li rule about force and acceleration?

The 'tables can be used to find a quick clue to the acceleration. Take a

moment to compare the distance traveled in second No. 1 with the rate
of acceleration. What do you notice? Now look back to the table at
the bottom of page 27 and make the same kind of comparison. Can you
find the relationship between the distance traveled in second No. 1

and the rate of acceleration?

ACCELERATION AND MASS

Suppose you repeat the experiment. This time, however, keep the force
at mark 1 but double the mass. How will the acceleration be affected?
Make a good guess and then experiment to find out if your guess is
reasonable.

gp Place a second brick on top of the first and tie them both to the
cart. Now the mass of the object is almost doubled. Accelerate this
mass with the force of mark 1. Try to keep the force constant. Make
distance measurements with the same unit you used in previous
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activities. Again, remember that you will not he able to make
precise measurements. You will merely round off all distances to
the nearest whole numbers.

)11

With the mass doubled, what do you notice about the speed of the cart?
How much distance does it move (hiring each second?

Make a new table and find the acceleration of the cart when the mass is
doubled. Compare your data with the data from the activity just com-
pleted. Make comparisons of your findings for each second. How do
the accelerations compare? Can von make a statement that tells how
acceleration is affected by mass?

If precise measurements of time and distance were made when the mass
of the cart was doubled, your table should contain data shown below.

Time from Distance Traveled Increase in Speed
Start Each Second in One Second

(average speed) (acceleration)
0 sec.

1 sec.

2 sec.

3 sec.

4 sec.

'h unit/sec.

1V2 units/sec.

2V2 units/sec.

31/2 units/sec.

1 unit/sec.
each second

1 unit/sec.
each second

1 unit/sec.
each second
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this activity the formr remained at mark I, but the mass was doubled.
\\Anil happened to the accleration? As mass increases, how is accelera-
tion affected? Can von explain why? Try to invent a rule that tells how
iiceleration is related to miss.

Compare the distance traveled in second NO. I to the rate of accelea-
tion. 1)o you notice the sr. rolationsi von discovered before?

FORCE, MASS, AND ACCELERATION

Now let's put together the two rules you invented. Each tells something
about how objects accelerate.

From your experiments von learned that when force increases, accelera-
tion increases. Do away with friction, make precise measurements of
forces and distances, and keep the mass constant. You find that when
force is doubled, acceleration is doubled. If force is tripled, acceleration
is three times as great. Look at the table on the left, below. Notice what
happens to acceleration when force is 500 times as great. The accelera-
tion of any object is directly related to the force exerted on it.

Force Acceleration

1 1

2 2

3 3

500 500

Mass Acceleration

1 1

2

3 A

100.000 00,000

You have also learned that when mass increases, acceleration decreases.
Keep the force constant and accelerate objects. Under ideal conditions
you find that when mass is doubled, acceleration is halved. If mass is
tripled, acceleration is just one-third as great. What happens when mass
is raised to 100,000? In each case, notice in the table on the right,
above, that the acceleration number is the inverse of the mass. The
acceleration of any object is inversely related to its mass.

From your experiments with forces and masses you found two relation-
ships that tell about the acceleration of objects. Long ago Isaac Newton
put these same rules together in one statement, which we call a law of
motion. Newton stated that the acceleration of an object depends
directly on the net force exerted on it and inversely on the mass of the
object.
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Think or two objects o the same mass. Exert twice the Force on one as
on the oilier and its acceleration will be twice as great. Think of an
object with a 51111111 mass and another :1 1111110)11 times as massive.
each with the ALUM' 1.01%4'. The more massive body is accelerated only
one millionth as

1111111111,
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Try this problem. Imagine there is no Friction and all your measures are
. preeise. Think about the acceleration if ou double the mass and also

double the Force. flow will the acceleration be affected?

What will happen if both Force and mass are 100 times as grPat? A
million times as great? Can you see what would happen i the Force and
mass are multiplied by the same number? Would the acceleration
change?
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III this chapter you have learned that an oje .1 accelerates when H

FONT tH'iti IM it. And von have seen that the aceeleration is in the direc-
tion or the net force. Von have found that t1'( neveleration (11
object is directly relatcd to the force exerted and inversely related to
the mass ()I' the object. And vhen have and mass are increased in tie
same proportion, the acceleration is unehunge(1.

Although your experiments lime been will) a loaded cart, perhaps you
lime already guessed that these slum. rules work for any object pushed
ur pulled on earth. limy lire ()Nevis accelerated %viten they are Ian
touching I! grow) I but are being pulled t()%var(I the earth I)) the force
of gravitation? I)» fqlling objects ()hey Newton's Inv of ()lotion?
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CHAPTER 5

Gravity Around the World

You have seen how different forces affect the motions of objects.
Astronomers are very much concerned with one particular force
gravitation. When they talk about gravitation and its effects at and near
the surface of a celestial body, they speak of gravity. How does gravity
accelerate objects near the earth?

IAC) Throw a ball upward. As it moves upward, does it travel at con-
stant speed? What is its speed at the top of its Hight?

1

I

-t-

O

On its upward journey the ball changes speed. You have learned that
any object tends to continue moving in a straight line at constant speed
unless a force acts on the object. When a force is applied, the object's
motion is changed. Any change in speedfaster or sloweris an
acceleration. So in its upward path the hall is accelerated. In which
direction is the force acting? On the downward journey the ball is
also accelerated. in which direction is the force pulling?
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Your experiments %yid' the truck showed you that if you exert a constant
an objeo will( a constant neeeleratin, I low ryikV

near the stirftwe ()I' the earl(? Does Ihis force produce a eonsimil
acceleration dmvinvard? To find out, we can put gravity 111 'mirk on it
falling object and observe how link object moves, We can measure the
object's acceleration and see if it riktimitis

It's not easy to measure the iii.t.t.itkratiiiit produced44 by the eitiit's
gravity because halls and ooks fall very rapidly. There isn't much
time to measure. But Galileo solved this dillicult problem in a simple
way. Ile reasoned that a ramp gave him a chance to study effects ()I'
gravity more easily.

[2c) Prop a smooth straight board against the wall so the board makes a
ramp that is almost straight up and down. rrom a position near the

top ()I' the ramp, drop a hall so it falls freely to the floor. Does it
seem to accelerate on its downward path? Now, from a similar
height, release a hall so it rolls down the steep ramp. Does it seem
to accelerate as much? Make the ramp less steep by pulling the
bottom away from the wall. Roll the ball again and observe its
speed down the ramp.

Try rolling the hall up the ramp. Is its acceleration similar to that
of a hall thrown upward in the air? Continue to make the slope ()I'
the ramp less and less, each time rolling the hall upward and
downward on the ramp. What happens to the acceleration as the
ramp becomes less steep?
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111111 111'14110'11111111 411111111 is less whet) it is 01111 1'111111 1111111141'11 iI

is falling freely, Nu you linov, as Galileo believed, Ilml gr11vity 1rovhh
the dovilwilvd l'01'111' in hth cases.

GRAVITY AND ACCELERATION

With a ramp that has it gentle slope like the one below, you can make
some measurements that will help you discover how the earth's gravity
aecelerttles objects.

SEC' 1 sEc02.
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Make a ramp by placing blocks of wood under two legs of a long
smooth table as shown. Roll an empty adhesive-tape spool down
the ramp and time it. Adjust the slope of the ramp so that the spool
takes at least three seconds to mll the length of the table. Tape a
long strip of paper along one side of the table. Near the very top of
this strip, make a mark for a starting position. Place the spool at
this point. Release the spool and measure how far it rolls in exactly
one second. Repeat this activity several times to find the average
distance for one second. Using the same procedure, find the
average distance for second No. 2 and second No. 3. Make all your
marks, on the piper strip.

Stretch a string from the starting place to the average mark for
the first second. Call this length one unit of distance.



X UNIT

How far did the spool travel in second No, 2? In second No. 3?
Organize your data in a table, similar to the one below, just as you
did in Chapter 4, rind the acceleration.

You know the speed changes From second to second. Do you also find
a change in acceleration? Notice how far the spool rolled in second
No. I. Look at the acceleration. How is the acceleration of the spool
related to the distance traveled in second No. I?

You have seen how the earths gravity accelerates a spool rolling down
a gentle ramp. But the distance traveled by a rolling spool in second
No. I is one thing; the distance traveled in the same time by a free -
falling hody is another. Let's find how gravity accelerates a free-

falling body.

Time from Distance Traveled Increase in Speed
Start Each Second in One Second

(average speed) (acceleration)

0 sec.

1 sec.

2 sec.

3 sec.

unit/sec.

units/sec.

units/sec.

units/sec.
each second
units/sec.
each second
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(1) 1)11) 11 hall (10\yli 11 slitivwell different heights, litlye Iln

ollhorvvr hi Hocondm, onv ',will ion 1111. Hullo arid,
11111) 110 11., 11 hvvond; from 11 hilAilvit hi,,i) tI 1110 he m111'1',

111e Ilvighl Croat vIliYlt 1111. 111111 1111tis mIcIly one novontl 1411'1111
1111. NItittHarti itri its possibly, N1141s11rt, Iltt.

(inv %ii) io Inns; string with 11
11'1'ip,111111 the

\\Ali distance did thy kill fall tlurg st.coml No. Yon knot' that this
distance is related to the rate of acceleration. Now what can you say is
the rate of acceleration ()I' the falling ball?

BIG STUFF, LITTLE STUFF, AND GRAVITY

Now recall the (U11 experiments in Chapter /1.. \Viten you exerted a
certain force, you found that the cart with it two-brick mass accelerated
at a rate only one -half that or the one-brick mass. Otht.r things being
equal. the at of any object depends inversely on its own !MISS.
Does this title work for free-falling bodies? Does gravity accelerate
objects, in this same way?
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wi11 laud al the same lime? Try it, Iid you hod \1110 v\pocoill?
Try it (4,;(lio, 110141 1.114.11 Ins 'III 1111111 \VIII hind ill 1114' h111111' 1i1111.

Remember to drop them at the same instant. Does the amount of
material in the boxes have anything to do with how each box is
accelerated by gravity?

Drop an elephant and a needle together in a vacuum so there is ao
air resistance. The elephant is two million times as massive as the
needle. The elephant keeps his eve on the needle, and the needle
keeps its eye on the elephant. Who sees what as they fall? Do
they see eve to eye?

Recall the loaded carts. You could have achieved the same acceleration
for two bricks as you did for one. What amount of force would you have
to exert on the doubled mass so that it would be accelerated at the same
rate as a single mass?
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MARK 1 FoR,cE

The force of gravity causes the elephant to fall at the same rate as the
needle. So the acceleration of the elephant and the needle are the
same. But the elephant's mass is two million times the needle's mass.
How can the massive elephant he accelerated at the same rate as the
needle? The only conclusion we can make is that the gravitational force
on the elephant must be two million times as great as the gravitational
force on the needle.

Whatever else may he true for gravity at and near the earth's surface,
the force of gravity depends directly on the mass of the object being
pulled. But the acceterion of any object by gravitational force is the
sameno matter what the object's mass. Elephant and needle fall
downward at the same rate. Their acceleration is constant. Their speeds
increase by 32 ft/sec each second.
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TOWARD THE CENTER

Next let's look around the world. Suppose a buy in Liberia drops a ball
clown a staff well to find the distance fallen in one second. Will he het
the saitu result you did? Suppose a girl in Chile tries the same experi-
ments. What acceleration number will she find?

gc) The circle below is drawn to represent the earth. The arrows show
the force of gravity pulling on a falling ball in three !daces around
the earth. Use straight lines to extend the force arrows On a tracing
of the drawing until they intersect. Where do they meet?

0

It would seem that something at the very center of the earth exerts a
force on objects near the surface. Perhaps you would say that it is the
matter of the earth. lint not all the matter of the earth is at the renter-
4000 miles below us. The material of the earth is spread out in the form
of a huge sphere. You live on the surface of this sphere.

Isaac Newton went to great trouble to satisfy himself that the gravi-
tational force exerted by a sphere of matter on any outside object is
exactly the same as if all the matter in the sphere were squeezed to-
gether to a point at the very center.
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So wherever you are, on or near the surface of the earth, the force is
always directed (Iownwar(l toward the center of the earth. And the
acceleration of gravity is practically 32 ft/sec each second toward
the center.

Here's Li puzzle. Can you imagine where the acceleration of gravity
might be less? Can you guess why?
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CHAPTER 6

Bumps, Curves, and the Moon

You have seen how gravity works near the surface of- the earth. You
know too that somehow the gravitational force of the earth rules the
motions of objects far from the earth's surface. Man-made satellites go
around the earth. The moon orbits around the earth once a month.

In order to understand more clearly how gravitational force affects the
motion of a distant object like the moon in its orbit, let's first find out
how straight-line motion he changed.

gc-.) Find a ruler with a groove along its length. At one end of a bong
smooth table, 1)101) up one end of the ruler to form a ramp with a
gentle slope. Keep the ramp in a fixed position by packing clay at
the sides. Place a marble near the top of the groove. Let the marble
roll. The instant after the marble leaves the ramp, measure its
motion for exactly two seconds. Place a mark where you start
the timing.

Place another mark where the marble is one second later, then
where it is a second after that. You should have three marks out
the table.

If the table is very smooth and level with the floor, and if you timed
precisely, your marks should be evenly spaced in a straight line.

Roll the marble several times. start from the same point on the
ramp. Do the best vou can to measure time precisely.
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Use a yardstick to find the average distance traveled in each second.
Compare the speed for each second. Do you find much of a difference?

Perhaps your marble moved due east at a speed of 2 ft/sec. You can
make an arrow diagram to represent the motion of the marble.

Choose a convenient scale to represent speed. For example, suppose
You decide that one inch represents a speed of I ft/sec. Flow long should
your arrow be to indicate the speed of the marble at 2 ft/sec? What way
was-the marble moving? In what direction should you draw your arrow?

Look at the diagram below. Which arrow best represents the notion of
your marble in a second? Can you explain why?

The arrow tells two things about the marble's motion. It shows the speed
of the marble, 2 ft/sec. It also indicates the direction the marble is
movingeast.

When arrows are used in this way, they are called vectors. You can
always extract two bits of information from a vectoramount and
direction. The length of a vector may show the strength of a (Ore(' or the
speed of an object. The direction of a vector may show the direction that
a force is acting or an object is moving. At this time, you will be working
with vectors that show speed and direction. Such vectors represent
velocity.

Velocity is something like speed, but not exactly. Two pupils run away
from a telephone pole at the same speed. Will they arrive at the same
place at the same time? Not necessarily. What if one runs east and the
other runs north?

Now suppose the same pupils rim away from the telephone pole at the
same velocity. Will they arrive at the same place at the same time?
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gcTurn a wagon, or a bicycle upside down and stick a bit of white
adhesive tape onto one of the tires. Now spin the wheel slowly and
watch the tape. tape moves in a circle at a certain speed,
maybe 5 ini/hr. The speed stays the same for a while, but the
direction Of motion is changing all the time. At one moment, the
tape is moving upward at 5 mi/hr. Half r. turn later it is moving
downward at 5 tni/hr.

If you are going to describe the velocity of the tape, you must tell both
its speed and direction at that time. Its speed is constant, but the direc-
tion always hang,cs, so the velocity of the tape is constant's. changing.

Vs
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Think of the wind. One afternoon it may he blowing 1() i/hr toward the
north: the next afternoon, 25 nti/hr toward the southeast. Each of these
quantities is a velocity vector. You can draw a velocity vector for any
moving object by laying your ruler in the correct direction.and then
measuring off the speed on whatever scale you choose.

W) Practice using vectors by trying these examples:

I. The vectors below have been drawn to a scale of 1/2 inch to I()
miles an hour. Use a ruler to find the speed. 'Then read the
velocity of each vector.

N

(1) (2)W X -E

(5)
O

(3) (4)

2. Using the same scale and directions as above, draw velocity
vectors for the follosving, quantities: (a) 40 ni/hr south; (b)
30 mi/hr southwest; (c) 60 ni/hr northeast.
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3. Select your own scale. Draw a velocity vector to show your
motion from your scat to the pencil sharpener if you make a
15-foot beeline trip in 5 seconds. Does your vector show speed
and direction?

4. A turtle and a rabbit start a race together. They both run in the
same direction. Stop the nice. The rabbit has run 50 times the
speed of the turtle. Draw velocity vectors to show the motion of
both animals. Use a convenient scale for your vectors.

On page 44 you made a velocity vector to represent the speed of the
marble and the direction in which it moved. While the marble was
moving On the table its Velocity was practically constant. Can you
explain why?

[AD rut the marble in motion again, but do it another way. Place the
marble at the middle marker on the table. Have a partner stand at
the side of the table, facing the middle marker. On signal he blows
a quick, sharp blast of air against the marble. Keep tune as in the
previous activity. Place a marker at the marble's position at the
end of the first second. Do the same at the end of second No. 2.
You will make better measurements if you try several times. Find
the average of the distance moved in each second. DraW a vector
of the velocity of the marble. Use the same scale you did with the
ramp: 1 inch represents a speed of 1 ft/see.

,%.Arr./Z/C47,-.1:00%."':%2

Transfer the velocity vectors of the marble from each activity to a sheet
of paper. Examine each vector. Compare the speeds of the marble in
each activity. Compare the directions. Can you make a comparison of
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the size and direction of the net force that made the marble move along
the table in each activity? Remember that a marble, or any object, will
be accelerated in the direction of a net force.

w

N

S

romp vector

E

Iwind vector

A fret force caused the marble to change velocity each time. Let's find
out what will happen to the marble when you combine velocities.

Now for some teamwork. Ask your partner to stand next to the
middle marker. Roll the marble down the ramp exactly as before.
Keep time carefully. Just as the marble passes the middle marker,
your partner should blow as hard as before against the rolling
marble. He would have to practice to time the air blast just right.
Notice the position of the marble 1 second after the blow. Place a
marker at this position. Repeat this activity several times to find
the average position of the marble 1 second after it was blown.

/71". Irtv;k:(1%1'74"/evYief://..."14,077/%10,y":";:!
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Draw a new velocity vector to represent the motion of the marble dur ng
the last second: Is this new vector like either of the old vectors? Why
did the marble change velocity? Look at the diagram at the top of page
48 to see what happens when velocities are combined.
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One vector describes the velocity of the marble as it rolls from the ramp
across the table. The other vector describes the velocity of the marble
after it is blown from a position at rest. When these two velocities are
combined, the direction of the marble is changed and it has a different
velocity. And when the velocity of an object changes, it has been ac-
celerated. If the marble is accelerated, a net force must have been
exerted on it. Look at the vector diagram. Notice the vector for the new
velocity, particulary its direction. Try to make a reasonable guess about
the direction of the net force that accelerated the rolling marble.

velocity from romp

blost velocitynews--velocity

You already know that when an object changes speed it is accelerated.
Now you also find that when a marble changes direction it is accelerated.
These two ideas can be combined into one statement. When an object
is accelerated, its velocity changes. It moves at a new velocityat a
different speed, or in a different direction, or both.

When your friend blew, the marble was accelerated to a certain south-
ward velocity. When that velocity was combined with the original velo-
city from the ramp, the marble was accelerated. And it moved with a
new velocity.

w
S

3 rri

A swimmer wants to cross the Mississippi River from Iowa to Illinois.
He dives in and swims eastward at 3 mi/hr. Notice this velocity vector
in the diagram above. But the river flowing south at 4 mi/hr. Notice
this vector, too. What is his velocity as seen from the shore?
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You can find the answer by putting the tail of either vector at the tip of
the other one, as you see in the diagrams.

The length of the dotted line that completes the triangle gives the speed
of the swimmer. Its direction shows the direction of his progress as seen
by anybody on the shore. He moves with a velocity of 5 mi/hr in a gen-
erally southeast direction, landing downstream.

we

swimmer

N

S

E

gcTry these two problems with pencil, ruler, and paper. Set up your
compass directions and make a convenient scale for speed.

1. A plane flies north with an air speed of 100 mi/hr, but the wind
is blowing toward the southeast at 40 mi/hr. Make one vector
showing the velocity of the airplane northward. Make another
vector showing wind velocity. Put the tail of the wind vector to
the tip of the airplane's vector. What is the speed of the plane
over the ground?
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2. A man rows a boat south at 3 it /hr through a current that is
flowing west at 3 mi/hr. How 'last is he moving over the river
bottom and in what direction'.

CD

Probably you last trouble finding the direction of the velocity
vector of the swimmer, the plane, and the boat. But if it was difficult to
describe the direction of the net force that changed the velocity of the
marble, don't be a bit surprised. The net force worked for only a fraction
of a secondtoo quickly for you to notice. The following activity will
help von find the direction of a net force which results in a certain
change in velocity.

cjcPlace a book at one end of a smooth table. Have a friend roll a
marble along the table straight toward the book. Just as the marble
is about to bit, give it a slight whack with the edge of the book. Try
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to bounce the marble so it rolls straight back to your partner at the
same speed he rolled it toward you. Try this activity several times
until you have the ball rolling each way at about the same speed.

In this activity the marble changed velocity when it struck the book. It
was accelerated when a force was applied. In which direction was the
book moved? In which direction was the force acting on the 'marble?

gc") try the activity once again. Your friend rolls the marble just as he
did before. But this time you do not shoot the marble back to him.
Instead, you give the marble a slight whack so that it travels off at
right angles to the old path. Find the best position and move your
book so you get the angle just right. Try to keep the speeds
the sane.

*ydillowlyNnyvf,fisfre010w0:44wOvezAW207MPIMWM,W.
1

7

()nee again you are accelerating the marble. In which direction did you
wove the hook? In which direction is the force acting this time?

To find the exact direction of the force that accelerated the marble,
make a record of the marble's track.

gc) Place a large sheet of black construction paper on the floor or on a
large table. Place a book in the middle of the sheet of paper at the
proper angle. This time the book is stationary. Set up a ramp as
shown on page 52. Make the ramp fairly steep and fix it in position
with clay. Roll a steel ball or a heavy marble in some talcum
powder. Let it roll down the ramp. The marble will leave a powder
trail on the paper, recording its track before and after the collision
with the book.
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On the black paper, mark a chalk line along thr edge of the book where
the marble has bounced off. Remove the hook and you see a track of the
marble's motion before and after it struck the book. And by using
vectors you can find the direction of the net force that causes a change
in velocity.

Call the marble's path before collision the oh/ velocity and the path
after collision the new velocity. Assume that the marble loses no speed
due to the collision. Suppose the marble travels at the speed of 1 ft /sec
before and after collision. Place a dot to show the marble moving along
the old velocity line one foot before the collision point. Do the same
along the new velocity line one foot after the collision point. Make
arrows to show the velocity vectors. So in two seconds the marble moves
with its old velocity_ , collides with the book, and moves off with a new
velocity.

old

rD
rD

Where is
the changing
force?

Fig Fig.2 Fig.3

If the book were not in the way, the marble would have continued
moving at the old velocity. One second later it would have been in a

position at the tip of the dotted arrow above. But at the instant the
marble did hit the book, it was accelerated. The marble moved with a

new velocity. You know that the acceleration was due to a force from
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the collision with the book. With vow. vector diagram, you can find the
direction of the force that accelerated the marble to a new velocity.
Simply dross a straight line from where the marble would have keen
without the book to %%liene it actually was one second after collision.
This line tells something about the change of velocity that resulted in
the new velocity of the marble. It also tells von about the direction of
the net force exerted on the marble at the point of collision.

gc) Try the same activity as the previous one., but use tsvo hooks.
Arrange them so the marble will bounce off the first hook and hit
the second one. Experiment until You get the marble' to roll in the

wiwn \(,11 are ready, dust your marble andmanner shosvii
let it roll.

Mark the edge of each book. TIN making force arrows as you did before.
Notice the direction of the force each time the marble collides with a
hook. And each time a force is applied, the marble is accelerated. It
rolls along a new path.

Most people have watched a billiard ball bounce off the side cushion of
a billiard table. Picture a square billia0 table, as in the diagram below.

start

6.4
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imagine that the table is extremely smooth so that friction will not slow
the ball for a long time. Now shoot from the center of Sid(' toward
the center of an adjacent side. The dotted line shows the lirst trip of the
hall around the table. Notice the velocity of the hall after each collision.
What are the directions of the forces that accelerate the hall at each col-
lishm Think of your experiments with the book and the marble. Where
du all the force arrows point?

Next. imagine shooting the ball sot a billiard table of live equal sides.
Shoot from the center of any one side to hit the venter of the next side.
Draw a diagram with your own force arrows to explain the acceleration
of the ball. When. do all the force arrows point? Notice the angle be-
tween the cushion and the ball's path. Is the angle the same as on a
square table?

Now imagine trying, the AMU(' tiling oil a billiard table with a hundred
equal sides. Shoot from the center of one side to till' center Of the next
Side. This time the distance lichwrii impacts is rather small, and so is
the angle het%vecii cushion and track. The ball makes 100 collisions
(.,1(.11 go- around. What about the change of velocity and force at each
impact.' \\Men' till' force an.""

Imagine a table with a million equal sides. What happens? The shape of
the table is almost circular: the impacts of the ball are very frequent.

Finally, think of a perfectly circular table. The ball is touching the
cushion continuously. The angle between cushion and track is zero.
What is the path of the bail as it moves ;Around in its track? What is the
direction of the force being exerted by the cushion on the ball? lo
which direction is the ball being accelerated?
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[A) You can make a model of part of a circular billiard table by cutting
a paper plate in hall. Roll a marble toward the plate so that it
travels around the rim. The track is straight before and after. But
when the marble is in contact with the rim, what ran you say about
its velocity vector? About its acceleration? About the force
on it?

The moon goes around the earth in an orbit that is nearly circular. Let its
imagine that it is circular. The moon is not tied to the earth with a
celestial chain. nor is it rolling around the rim of a huge pie plate. Yet
it continues to move around mouth after month in its orbit, responding
to a constant pull. From your experiments with the books and billiard
tables, von have learned about the direction of a force that causes
objects to move in a constantly changing path. If von were to draw
many, 11i111V force arrows to explain the acceleration of the moon, where
would all these arrows come together? And at the center of the circle.
what do von find exerting a pulling force on the moon vesterdav,
tomorrow, and in a hundred million years?
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CHAPTER 7

Newton and Gravitation

Isaac Newton \vas horn in England in 1642, a year after Galileo's death
and twelve years after the death of Johannes Kepler (yoe-HAHN-ess
KEP-ler). Galileo had studied motions of objects here on earth; Kepler
discovered three laws that described how planets move. One of Newton's
particular interests was to follow up the work of Galileo and Kepler, who
described how objects move here on earth and out among the planets.
Newton went further and answered the question of why things move the
way they do.
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A story is told that Newton, in a thoughtful mood one day, watched
an apple fall from a tree in the orchard near his home in Woolsihorpe-
hY-Colstcrworth. \\latching the ;wide fall, Newton wondered if the force
pulling the apple was also at -syork far from the earth.
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MOON AROUND THE EARTH

From the work of Galileo and other scientists, Newton knew that the
acceleration of the apple, or of any freely falling object near the earth's
surface. was 32 ft/see each second toward the center of the earth.

1-le knew that the moon was being accelerated toward the earth as it
moved in a nearly circular orbitonce around every month. And this
acceleration had to be caused by some force from the earth, pulling the
moon Continuously toward the earth. Newton was confident that this
force was gravitation. that it was indeed the same force that brought the
iipple to the ground.

But is the pulling 14(e as strong at the moon's great distance as it is

here on the surface of the earth? Perhaps it is stronger out there; or
perhaps, weaker. Let's find the acceleration of the moon in its orbit as
Newton did. When we are finished, we can compare the acceleration of
the moon with the acceleration of an object near the surface of the earth
32 ft/sec each scoaul.

The first task is to figure out how fast the moon is traveling along its
orbit. The orbit is nearly circular. and the average distance from earth's
center to moon's center is 240,000 miles.

240,000 mi.

orbital period 27 days

When you know the radius of the orbit, you can calculate the circum-
ference. Work it out for yourself.

C=2XITXR
C =-- 2 X 3.1 4 X 240,000

Your answer will be in miles.

Tlw 1110011 takes about 27 days to complete one orbit. How far does the
moon travel in this time? Now figure out the moon's speed in miles
per day.
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A more convenient way to describe the moon's speed is in feet per
second. If you changed the unit of measure from miles per day to feet
per second, you would find that the speed of the moon is approximately
3400 ft/sec.

The next task is to liud how much the gravitational force of the earth
pulls the moon from a straight-line path. It takes 27 days for the moon
to complete a full circle. 11(m many degrees are in a circle? Figure out
how many degrees of a direly the moon travels in a day.

Picture the moon's orbit. Dots in the illustration below show the posi-
tions of the moon at two moments exactly one day apart. An arrow
represents the velocity or the moon at each position. With a vector
diagram you can lind the acceleration or the moon.

On page 59 two velocity vectors are drawn to scale. They are drawn
from a common starting point. When you use vectors this way, you can
estimate the change of velocity when the old velocity and the new ve-
locity are known.

1
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The moon's orbital speed i 3100 ft/sec. On the vector diagram, one
inch equals 1000 ft/see. To represent the speed the moon eaf..:y
vector is 3.4 inches long. The angle betwez!i.? the two vectors is 13.3°.
Draw the vector to represent the change of The charige vector
goes from the tip or the old velocity vector to the tip of the new ve-
locity vector.
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voociiV

old velocity

Measure the vector showing change of velocity. It is eigt-tents of all
inch long. representing 800 11/sec. Thus, the change of velocity of the
moon is 800 ft/sec during the course of one day. This acceleration is
in the direction of the earth. The moon's acceleration toward the earth
is 300 ft/sec each day.

240,000 miles

1

The moan falls \ f
this much toward I /
the earth.
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There is one more task before we can compare the apple with the moon.
The apple's acceleration is 32 ft/sec each second; the moon's is 800 ft/
sec each day: The units of time for apple and moon are different, so you
will have to change the units for the apple to the same units you used
for the moon.

First find the number of seconds in a day. Then work out the accelera-
tion of the apple in feet per second each day. Compare, as Newton did,
the acceleration of the apple with the acceleration of the moon. How
many times greater is it? Work it out.

apple's acceleration
moon's acceleration

If you could make a very accurate drawing on a large scale, and if all
your measurements were precise, you would find that the acceleration ()I'
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the moon is 3600 times smaller than the acceleration of the apple at the
earth's surface.

Although Newton worked hard to lied the acceleration of the moon, he
still wasn't finished. He wanted to find a general rule to describe how
the earth's gravitational pull on an object depends on the distance of
the object from the earth. Compare the only two examples that Newton
knewapple and moon. How far is the apple from the earth?

Remember that Newton worked very hard to show that the spherical
earth attracts objects as if all its matter were squeezed together at the
center. The diameter of the earth is about 8000 miles. How far is an
apple from the center? How many times as far away is the moon from
the earth's center? Look at the diagram below.

4,000 miles

1 unit

240,000 miles

_ units
01

Divide the distance of the moon by the distance of the apple. Enter the
number in your copy of the table below.

Look at the number you get and then compare it with the number you
found when you compared the two accelerationsapple and moon.
Puzzle over them until you can make a good and satisfying guess how
the earth's gravitational force changes with increasing distance from
the earth.
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Distance Acceleration

1 1

3600
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gpTry these problems to see Jr you made a reasonable guess. A space
Brute 011 the launch pad is I earth radius from the center of the
earth. Call the earth's pull on it a force of I milt, I,ater, at various
points along its orbit, the strength of the gravitational force is
different. Copy and fill in the following table.

Distance from Center
(miles)

Earth Radii Strength of Force
(units)

4000 1 1

8000 2

12.000 9

16,000
20,000

1

25

40,000 10

240,000 3600

gic) From your work with the table, try to make a precise statement
Aunt how the strength of the earth's gravitational force is related
to distance from the center of the earth.

You have found that the earth exerts a pulling foce....on any object
whatever near or far away. Our studies of falling objects here on earth
are local examples of something more widespread. The force of
gravitation affects the motions of all objects here at home and out in
space. So motions in space are linked with motions here at home. This
is a far cry from the sharp difference in motion that was believed to
exist between objects on earth and objects in the sky in Aristotle's time.

PLANETS AROUND THE SUN

You know that the moon moves in orbit because a force constantly ac-
celerates it toward the earth. And you have found how the acceleration
of an object by the earth decreases with distance. Newton looked far
beyond the moon and puzzled over what Kepler had learned about the
motions of planets. What caused the planets to move in the way they
were observed to move?

Newton had a strong hunch that a pulling force was acting on each
planet, continuously accelerating it toward the sun. He wondered if
perhaps the sun exerted the same kind of pull that the earth did
gravitational force. And if it did so, did the force work in the same
way? Was it stronger close to the sun? Was it weaker far away?
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1:rom Kepler's %viol: Neonti knew die distances from the stilt to a twin-
of planets. Ile also knev the orbital periods, and so he 1.1)11111 liltiiIV

figure the speeds of the planets along their orbits. In Ih S111111' vily us
III' hall 1111111' 1.01' the 111111111, NVSi1)11 C1111'111111141 Ill'eriffili1011 of Wil
11111110 in its orbit urrntnrl Iht situ.

Planet Average Distance
From Sun

(a.u.)

Acceleration
(earth = 1.00)

Mercury 0.38 6.93
Venus 0,72 1.93
Earth 1.00 1.00
Mars 1.52 0.43
Jupiter . 5.20 0.03
Saturn 9.55 0.01

The table above tells the distance and acceleration of each planet
known to Newton. All distances and accelerations of planets air given
in units that make them easy" to compare. Study the table. What do you
notice about the distances and accelerations of the planets?

Lei's Iry to find out more precisely how acceleration depends on
distance.

Planet

Saturn

Distarke Acceleration
From Sun (earth = 1)

(a.u.)

10 IN I up/

Jupiter
25 5,

Earth

Saturn's distance from the sun is roughly ten times that of the earth.
Rut it acceleration is only about one one-hundredth as much. Jupiter is
about live times as far from the sun as is the earth. What should its
acceleration be?

Kepler's rides explained how the planets moved. Now Newton was able
to show why they continued moving along in orbit. The planets were"

captives of the still's gravitational force. This force reached invisibly out
into space. controlling the motions of the planets. Indeed. if Newton's
work is right, the planet must move in the way we observe them to do.
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( ;ray ilatiott wicks far heyond 1111. have seen that the sun
e \ells the same kind of gravitational pull on planets as the card) does
on an apple and (111 the moon. .11al int Itavi. found that the strength of
the force is related to the inverse s(filare Ilie distance, (;rtiviltllionttl
tillniclitin account!, not oiil for Ilse motions of bodies itt the earth's
neighhorhood, hill also For the motions of planets animal the sail,

GANYMEDE AND THE MOON

I Im% does gra% itation affect the motion of moons around other planets?
The lour biggest satellites or Jupiter, discovered by Galileo and ktimti
to NeNton, orbit regOlOk 111'01111(1 their parent planet. The largest of
them is Canyinede IGAN-eh-ineeth: it orbits about 670,000 miles from
center of Jupiter.

Look below at the table of the relative distances and accelerations of the
lour moons. To make comparisons a little easier. the distance ()I' Ganv-
inde is 1.0 unit from .Jupiter and its acceleration is I.() unit. Callisto
Iktill-Liss-tact is about three times as far from Jupiter as is Europa (you-

And the acceleration of Callisto is about one-ninth that of
Europa. Compare the distances and accelerations of I() (EYE-ohl and
(;atiNittodv. i)ot.s the saint, kind of relationship exist'.' i)oes Ihr inN'erst
stilton. law seen) to work for itipiter*s moons?

Satellite Distance Acceleration
lo 0.4 6.6

Europa 0.6 2.5
Ganymede 1.0 1.0
Callisto 1.8 0.3

No turn to a new kind of puzzle. Compare (;anyinede going around
Jupiter will the moon going around the earth. (;anvinede's nearly
circular (whit has a radius of 670,00() miles. almost three times as 1.111.
from Jupiter as our moon is from the earth. Can you make a prediction
about (;anvmede's acceleration toward Jupiter? Should it be as great as
our nmon's acceleration towad the earth? Invert the square or three and
what (10 von gel? So .(a) OION' predict that Jupiter will aceelerate
Ganymede only one-ninth as much as the earth accelerates the moon. If
(;anyinede's acceleration is worked out, 11()%vever, it turns out to be not
(me-ninth the acceleration of the 1110)(01, but /10 times as great as the
acceleration of the moon.
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\\111111 IS Vr11110 \V I l Vas the 1111.1111'11011 so far piles 1110 ei111111111.1S011

11h1. moon 1111(1 mean 111111 1111, grllvilltliotull 1'1111,s don)

apply to suh,Ilitos 01'11111er phinpls? \\lul is the Ina1111(.? Von know 1 11111
,Itipiler is the itins1 massive phinel in 1110 solar syslei, won. massive by

1111111 1111. earth, Think 111)1)111 it.

You lime seen 111141 gravitational for1.1. depends inverso square
of thy distance liehveen two bodivs. Gra\ 'national l'orye also depends
on something chie. NoNvt()11 was 01111. to avconnt for the supisigl) great
acceleration of around I le ionsoned that the 1.4ravita-
Howl! Furey exerted I)) Jupiter depended on the mass (II' Jupiter itself, as
well as on the mass ()I' Gam inedy. Ill Illy same \ray, thy gravitational pull
by the sun on a planet depends on the mass of the 5(111, as \veil as on Illy
mass ()I' thy planet. In filet, graVitalkal111 dtpeads ill 1111'

Muss ()I' flit' larger object 1111(1 also on the mass 01' the smaller object.

NoNv V(' can phi together these ideas about distance and muss to make II
singly statement 111)1)111 gravitation. Thy strength of the gravitational
force is proportional diretil, to die product of the Rvo masses 1111(1
inversely 11) the square of flu' 1)(,hvi,(9) thvin. This M111(9(1(911 is
called the law of gravitation and ran lie epresvnted this \va):

force mass I x mass 2
distance squared

DOES GRAVITATION WORK BOTH WAYS?

Byre is a puzzle. You know that the sun pulls on the earth and keeps it
in orbit, Rut van also know that thy varth pulls on the moon and keeps
the moon in orbit. In any given pair, how are we to decide who is pulling
on whom? Is it the more massive budy that exerts the gravitational pull
on the loss inassivv holly?
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Think kick 'Th01'1111'10

Tho 1411Th 111111:1 1111 11111 1111'04'1 11111h1111'

111,1w11(1h 11111'1'11\ 1111 1111' 111'1111111') Of 1111' \ 1)

1.111.1'11,

'1111

1111(1

11 '111.1'111,111

1111

11111

111111

1111'

h1111111.1' 111 1111' 111'1111111T 111010'11 1111'111,

11' 1111' 111\% 1` 11110, 1111'11 Illy 1'111 111 111111-1 Hid 11111\ 1110 !won mid tin
1111111VS; 11 iilho 111111s 1111 1111' null, \\ him 1111

ohjvci \viol 1110,,,.

M(oarth) x M(moon)
tY,

More than that, the earth pulls on the sun \\ ill' the same strength that
the still pulls oil the earth. First read the la\\ (II' gra\ 'Indult as the still
\%otilil. "I, time stilt, pull on the earth it strength that depends direct')
on the product III. lit) mass and the mass of planet earth, and imersel on
the square of the earth's distance Irian me.-

ill (stilt) X ill (earth)
2

\O\% read the line as the earth Oulu. "I, lhe poll on the sun %,,i111

it strength that depends directl on the product in\ mass and the muss

of the suit, and incrsel on the square of the -tin's distance from

/1/l('arth) x it /(sun)
/)2

II three quantities that appear in both statements are identical at any
one instant. So the forces are equal in strength. Itut they are opposite in
direction. The sun pulls the earth toward the stilt: the earth pulls the stilt
tov,itill the earth. The\ bull tmard each other \rid' the same strength.

F
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Thin 'Mil' Of 01111111 hill 11111hill' 1111'1'1'h in anilier very
diheoverell y Newion, Ile hnid hull all haver, collie in

Whea i)o a pilaw Ia x aersh Ilse Hoot', Ilw parilwri
on your ai name hirengili. Anil an saint as die 1o\ 1111h

1111)1Vg i III` 11111' \111h 11 i1111 11111'1' I II, I)(1! (111111.

11Ix 111 (11111 1'xl'I'Ih .... uppish, 011 1111' (111111'.

[As) Ih111 111111 pair inighl on ihe kiwi) of a door, Niiilo sore
you have a 60 grip on lhe knob, In vhieh direciion are you
exerting n force on the kno? Anil in vhiel direciion does the knob
poll !mil?

While you are pulling, another force-pair was acting on you. In which
directions were each one of this pair ()I' forces acting?

Iry observing force -pails at work, You can see their effects on objects.

Attach one end of a long string of rubber hands to the front of a

small cart. The string should be about 10 feet long. Attach the
other end to the front of an identical cart. You and a helper
separate the carts until there is a good stretch to the rubber hand.
Predict what will happen to both carts when they are released. At
the count of three, let both go at the same instant. Watch the mo-
tions of the carts.

Ole
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1'1'\1 1'1111111 11111titi1'Ii ill 1'111'11 0111'1, S11111111110 11111 11'11i 11) 11111

1.1111111, 111M/1111'11 /11 144111'11 till y1111 k1'1'1) 1111' 1011'1' 1111' h111111', W11111 Will
111111111'11 111 1111' 11101i011s Of 1111' 11 111110 1,1`1 111 1111;1'1111'r 111111

%)'1111.11 %%11111 111111111'11S,

Fluidly, place hud masses in 011e C1111. IA'IlVe 11' other empty,

Iiibuibi the activity. Notice how (barl cart is accelerated,

Icre is what may look like an odd puzzle. Since forces always come in
equal and opposite pairs, what happens if you climb out On the roof and
step off? You are pulled downward by the force ()I' gravity. 13ut gravita-
tional forces work both ways. The earth attracts downward, and so von
must attract the earth upward with a force of the saute strength. Can it be?

You indeed pull upward on the earth as strongly' as it pulls downward
on you. Rut the mass of the earth is many, many times greater than
yours. So its upward acceleration is manv, many times smaller than your
downward acceleration. The earth does't come hallway up to meet you.
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Try to imagine all three billion people Or our planet climbing to the top
Of ii tower that is one mile high. Then they jump olf all at once. The earth
doesn't come halfway up to meet them; it is so massive that it only
moves upward a few billionths Of an inch while the people are falling
the mile.

GRAVITATION CLOSER BY

Newton solved the puzzle of why things move as they dohere On earth
inn! far Oft in space. As you have seen, most of his reasoning was based
on the motions of very distant objectsmoon., sun, and planets. In his
day, the only pertinent earthly quantity that could be measured directly
was the acceleration of objects near the earth 32 ft/sec.each second.
with just tis one number in this very small part of the universe, plus
his limited knowledge of faraway celestial bodies, he invented a com-
plete theor% of gravitation.

But in later years some scientists wondered if there might be additional
vartk e% idence of gravitation at work. In the I 770's the British
astronomer Nevi! Maskelyne (11A55 -kuh-line} thought of a possibility.
To get started, lie imagined two identical plumb lines suspendhl ten
miles apart on a flat earth. Nothing was in between. When the masses
stopped swinging in this imaginary situation, you would expect them to
look as you see them in the drawing on the left. Why?

10 mi. 10 mi.

Next. he imagined there was a large mountain between the suspended
masses. tie had a hunch that they would not point in exactly the same
direction as before. Can you guess what be thought? Explain why..,,.
Ilescribe how the plumb lines would behave.

Nlaskohne knew that a telescope pointing upward could be placed
parallel to either plumb line. Ile guessed that when the telescope was
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placed parallel to the plumb line on one side of the mountain, it would
not point to exactly the same spot in space as when it was placed
parallel to the other plumb line.

Then Maskelyne performed the experiment. He took into account the
earth'; curvature and all other effects that might give him trouble. One
evening he set up his telescope north of the mountain and sighted it
very carefully on a star crossing the zenith. The next night he set his
telescope south of the mountain and watched the same star crossing the

II

tirn

north side
of mountain

south side
of mountain

zenith. Its position in the telescope was not quite the same. Could the
mountain's gravitational attraction 1w affecting his measurements?
Maskelyne figured carefully and was able to show that the mass of the
mountain did indeed exert a gravitational force.

Some years later. around 1800, Henry Cavendish of England was able
to measure the effect of gravitation between bodies of ordinary size. Ile
made equipment in his laboratory, worked very carefully, and made
precise measinvirients.
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To help you understand bow Cavendish found a way to measure the
effect of gravitation, work this thought experiment. Spheres of equal
mass are mounted at each end of a rod. The rod is adjusted so that it is
perfectly level.

Now without changing anything else, place a large massive sphere under
one end of the rod as in Figure 1. After a time, what happens to the
rod? Will it remain level? Why? What is missing in Figure 2? What will
happen to the rod in Figure 3?

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Here is gravitation at work before your eyes. But this experiment is
very difficult to perform because the force of attraction between the
various spheres is extremely small. For example, take a pair of golf balls
and put them two feet apart in space, motionless. The force of attraction
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would be so weak that it would take them two filll days to come together.
And if you could put two large aircraft carriers in space a world apart
8000 miles from each other it would take about 100,000 years for
them to collide.

OUTWARD

You have seen how Isaac Newton, with help from Galileo Galilei before
him, found some general rules about motions and forces of all kinds. If
no net force is exerted on an object it continues to move in a straight
line. If there is some net force exerted on an object its velocity changes;
it accelerates. If you push a wagon eastward with a certain strength, how
does the wagon push you?

You have also learned how the force of gravitation works how it rules
the motions of an apple or the moon, and how it rules the motions of the
planets around the sun.

Newton looked elsewhere in the universe as it was known in his day.
The satellites of Jupiter discovered by Galileo were continuing in their
orderly orbits around that planet. And in Newton's lifetime five satel-
lites had been discovered moving around Saturn. All these celestial bod-
ies were moving as they should, responding to the force of gravitation.
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The final leap that Newton made was to guess that ti-, torte of gray.-
tation works wherever there are me.terial objects. Every piece
in the universesta, sun, speck of dust attracts every other piece
of matter.

speck
of dust

And so Newton's universal law of gravitation was horn. From that day
until this, scientists have known how gravitation works. They can make
predictions where Mercury will be twenty days from now, or tell just
where the moon was 487,329 years ago today. Newton's theory tells us
very precisely how gravitation works. And so it is curious to some that
even today we do not really know what causes a gravitational attraction
between objects. We know what an apple is; we know what a moon is;
but nobody knows who' gravitation truly is.
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CHAPTER 8

Orbits Near the Earth

IN CLASS AND INTO SPACE

Rolla ',dd..r ham at different the

pad, of ow .15 it goes over the edge.

I. Start %yid zero horizontal speed by siIN letting the ball drop
off the edge of the table. What kind of path does the hall take?

lion the all horizontally zit slow speed. The ball crosses the
table, hilt at the instant it is launched off the top, it accelerates
tmvard the earth. It moves horizontally a little way aml at the
same time curves downward, follmving a path that is Putt of an
ellipse. When the hall is launched horizontally, the launching
point is the farthest distance of the hall from the center of the
earth. The high point is called the elpogee (AP-eli-ec) oldie orbit.

1

3. lion the hall horizontally at high speed. The pat I after launch
is part of a bigger ellipse. The ball flies farther I efoe striking
the floor. Again the launching point is the apogee of the orbit.

-I

- 0.

Does the hall move too quickly for You to watch its path? You will have
more time to study the motions in the next activity.
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[29 Tape large pieces of black construction paper to a table top. Raise
one end of the table about four inches. Mount a grooved ruler near
the higher end of the table as shown. nit the ruler to form a ramp.
Keep the ruler fixed in position with small lumps of clay.

Roll a marble or steel hall in some talcum powder. Place the
dusted marble about 2 inches from the bottom of the ramp. Let the
marble roll. When the marble leaves the end of the ramp it should
he traveling at a slow speed.

As the marble rolls across the paper it leaves a curved track.
Notice the shape of the track.

Next place the marble higher on the ramp so that it rolls off the
ruler with a greater speed than before. Repeat this activity a
number of times. Launch the marble with different speeds and
compare the tracks. How does the launching speed seem to affect
the path of the marble?
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Next, imagine
At 6 m /see it
but this time
(PAIR-eh-jee)

launching a pebble with a greater horizontal velocity.
moves along a larger orbit. The path is again an ellipse,
the pebble's closest point to the earththe perigee
is at the slingshot.

apogee

Is it possible to shoot or launch something at such a fast speed that it
will never come back to the earth? Shoot the slingshot horizontally at
7 mi /see. The pebble escapes the earth forever. No matter how far away
the pebble travels the earth continues to pull hack on it. But the earth's
gravitational force cannot slow it down enough to make it return.
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of air into the hole. Imagine you simply have a straight tunnel going
pole to pole without any air in it.

Step into the hole at the North Pole. Can you guess what will happen to
you? What is your acceleration at the start? Later on you have left some
of the mass of the earth behind you. It is pulling backward on you,
opposing the forward pull of the matter ahead of you.

When you reach the center, everything is in balance and there is no
net force acting on you. But you are moving very fast, so you overshoot
and continue on toward the South Pole.

Then you are gradually slowed down because there is increasingly
more of the earth's mass behind you. Finally you come to a halt at the
South Pole. Rut if there is nothing to hook on to, it will he goodbye
again. You will move hack to the North Pole, then to the South Pole
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again, and so onforever. Your round-trip orbital period would be
somewhere between 60 and 84 minutes. Scientists cannot say precisely
because the exact arrangement of rocks and iron in the earth's interior
is not vet known.

To help you imagine what would happen with a hole connecting the
poles, try this activity.

ap Tie rubber bands end to end until you have a string Of rubber
bands about 8 feet long. Fasten an old flashlight battery or a group
of washers at the center of the string. With a classmate. hold each
end of the rubber -band string so that it is slightly stretched. Have
someone else raise the weight straight up as high as Your heads and
then let it go. Watch the motion of the weight.

Repeat this activity several times. Keep the weight moving up and
down.

Where is the net force exerted by the rubber hand on the weight the
greatest? Where is it the least? In what way is this activity similar to
the motion you imagined while falling from pole to pole? How is the
motion different?

AFLOAT IN SPACE

Aboard a capsule orbiting the earth or zi spacecraft cruising to Mars.
you and every other unattached object inside the craft float freely.
From the law of gravitation you know that the ship around von exerts
some net gravitational force on you. But it is very small indeed and has
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practically no effect. Your spacecraft is moving along, responding to the
combined gravitational force of all other objects in the universe. Its
orbit is a result of all the gravitational forces of sun, earth, Mars, moon,
and any other large nearby celestial masses.

You are within the spacecraft, in the same position in space. The
gravitational forces that accelerate the spacecraft accelerate you, too,
in exactly the same way. At any instant your velocity is the same as that
of your spacecraft. If it weren't, you would very soon crash into a wall of
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the ship. But you don't because you move io precisely the same orbit as
the spacecraft surrounding you.

Think about being in an elevator in a tall .o!ii!dig. The rabic snps. You
and the elevator are accelerated by gravity in the same way. So you float
freely in die elevator while it plunges toward the ground. But watch out
for the big blimp.

Whei you place two objects in the same free-fall orbit near the earth,
you can observe what happens to each of the objects.

gc) On the side of an empty milk carton, near the bottom, punch a
small hole with a pencil point. Climb to a high place. Cover the
hOle with a finger and fill the carton with water. What will happen
when you uncover the hole? Try it. Observe the stream of water.

Cover the hole again and refill the carton. Hold the carton out so it
will fall to the groin»d without hitting anything on the way down.
Uncover the hole at die same instant you release the carton. What
happens to the water in the carton?
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Try again with another carton. Rut this time let the water flow out
of the holt,, 14 a second or tv,o before von let the carton drop. Then
let it go. What happens to the stream of water when the carton
begins to ;all?

Ilow does the orbit oI p. \alet. droplet inside the carton resemble the
orbit of the falling carton? Can %on explain t)le.,'

WEIGHTHERE AND NEARBY

You know the acceleration of gra% it% is the same tor an elephant as for a
needle, but one has about two million times the tilitss of the other. On
which is more force ex,:Yied? Which weighs more? If You put them at
opposite ends of a seesaw, you know what happt-n. And von also
know Why. The weight of any obj et On earth is the Areng;th of the
gravitational force exeord by the earth oti the object. So long as ele-
phant and nedl stay a; or near tie earth's surfac,:., the weight of the
elephant is far greater than the weight of the needle. The weight ofa pig
is more than that of a fir. On the surh,ce of the earth, weight is directly
related to mass.

X 4000,000=

What happens to the %yeight Of an object N11(.1) it is not at the earth's
surface? Go first to the center of the earth. Your mass is unchanged
Nlictlicr von are in the classroom or at the center or the card]. I-Itit at the
center of the earth your weight is zero. Wity.?

Suppose you were 1000 miles above the earth's sin-hive. At that dis-
tance \ on are (wive as far from the earth's venter as von are on the
surface. 'Von know that the force of gravitation is related inversely to
the square of the distance. At that distance you would weigh one-fourth
your weight on the surface. Figure out your weight at an altitude of
1000 miles.
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Yoti know' that the mass of ally object remains constant so long as
nothing is IIVIIIIIVV(1 or added. lint iiiw% you have found that weight is not
constant. Weip,lit depends on the strength of the gravitational force
pulling you.

gpTry these problems to help you understand the differenre between
mass and weight.

I. Suppose a cork ball has a mass of -1 grams. Home base for the
ball is Kansas City. Then it is moved to Tokyo, Japan. Next it is
4000 miles above Valparaiso, Chile. Finally it is at the c,nter
of the earth. Does the mass of the cork hall Hump.? its

weight be the same in each location? Explain why.

The ball is moved to the renter of the earth and cut into two
equal parts. How does the combined mass Of these two parts
compare with the mass of the ball when it was in Kansas City?
How does the total weight of the two parts compare with the
weight of the origie.d ball?

3. Consider one-half of the original ball. Compared to the whole
ball, what is its mass 8000 miles from the renter of the earth?
What is its weight? love this part of the ball still farther frimi
earth. What happens to its mass? What happens to its weight?

WEIGHTFAR OUT

Now iinagimb that (.9 are taking a %ery long trip out into space. tiuppose
you call your weight 100 units when you're at the surface of the earth.
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I Itiv many units Yould you weigh at different distances from the earth's
et-titer? \lake up a table like the one beloNy on a separate sheet of paper.
I' ill in the blank SIIIIVeS in your table.

Distance from Center
(miles)

4000

8000

20.000

200.000

400.000

Earth Radii

1

2

Weight
(units)

100

Throughout the trip your mass remains the same, but Your entries in the
table suggest that \inr Wright becomes extremely small if you yery
far from the earth.

Next, take another yery long cruise into spare. 13ut this time set your
course so you are always loellted all the line betWeell the earth anal the
moon. As von move away from the earth, the 1111)011 is always ill the direc-
tion ill Ndliell von are heading.

At some point in your journey. aS the 1110011 grows larger and larger in
the dark sky, its pall Oa von heroines just as strong as the backward
Dull on the distant earth. The gravitational forces are halanceo, the net
force on you is zero. Your weight, arising from the comhined pulls of
earth and 1110011, is zero. At this point in space volt are weightless.

net force zero

Darr hark toward the earth itnd sneeze. For a scrotal or two von are it
weak rocket. The have from your blast starts You falling toward the
moon. Now the m pull on von gets stronger than the back pull of
the distant earth. Ion accelerate. Yon innve faster and faster and
finally hit the ninon at high speed.
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l'iek yourself till. brush off the moms lust. and IIIIIIW a rock tipvard. It
goes silty' high and then slowly falls batik to the ground. Why?
Vim feel different. \VII\ ?

(hi the surface of the moon oli're in a region where die carth's gravi-
tational pull on you is so small that situ ran forget about the earth's
effect on 5o11. In comparison, the moon', pull on you is hundreds of
times stronger because you are so close to the center of the moon.

WEIGHTON THE MOON

Figure out bow much you weigh on the moon. Forget about the pull of
tllr earth 2,10,000 miles away. Assume you are wearing the same clothes
Vol' have .o, now so that your mass remains the same. You know, of
rio.rse, thai, You would need a space suit for breathing and potection.
But forgiq thus: matters, too, and consider your mass is the saline on the
mot it d' it is here on earth.

1'lV.:1 weight. at the surface of alIV celestial body is the strength of the
gravv.:numal forte exerted by that !mdy on you. Compare die strength
of th.-, %%ben you are there with the eurth"s pull when von are
hc-r.,. Your mass is the same in both places. so that's no problem. But
wiven you stand on the moon, you are pulled downward b a body that is
oniv about one-eightieth as massive as the earth. So on that count your
sight should be only one-eightieth of its value here on earth.
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11111 rtini11111(1. that tla. 111)111 tlit. all altracti,ig hod)
also ligiiris ill tilt. 1m% III' gra\ itatilai. 111(1'111h 111. 1110011 is Only
ahotit 111-1.11111111 111111 11i 1111 earth. 111 111111 r v(irds, Nati are four 1 11111'5
1'111:,VE III 1111' 1.1.1111.1. of attraction. : \1111 front 1114 imrs square ImY 11)11
A101111 Ille 6111I'ailli111ctIoli is I() ti1111 s stro ngerlul the intion's

Taking 1)0111 efftf.. 111111 account moss and distance von 111111 sour
1Yeig111 is zibotit o1n-111111 of its Ant' I)I1 earth. \Vitli ltrtiratt
ligiirrs, thy %maid coilii 1.IW4lar to 1111V-SIXIII.

I() I

1 6 ift5

On the van juin!) six times as high as vial ran Itcroatal it
hill taki. times as 14111g for von to 1.o1111 dovii to the ground again.

-Ok

ZI IISIV1.1)1(1 Ivnti' %Wight %1)1.111I 1)1' Ion W0111(1 IlaV

uo trmillIt. iliroviir,...; a hali hitt) 1In t.sctipe (0111(1 11111111.11 the

hall into an orbit around the 51111. ()II all esi.11 smaller asteroidabout
one mile in diameter wit rotil(1 jinni) off into orbit yourself.
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CHAPTER 9

To the Planets

Our earth moves around the sun mice each year at an average distance
of 93 million miles. Its average speed in orbit is 66,000 mi/hr. At
perihelion (pair-eh-HEE-lee-ant, when the earth is closest to the sun, it is
moving fastestabout 1100 mi/hr faster than average. At aphelion
leh-FEE-lee-nn) half a year later it is moving slowest-1100 mi/hr less
than average. Through half the year it slowly increases in speed as it
approaches perihelion. Then, for the next six months, the earth de-
creases in speed as it moves toward aphelion. The earth orbits in this
manner century after century, respunding to the force of gravitation.

The motions of the other eight planets are also controlled by the sun's
gravitational attraction. Their orbits resemble the earth's orbit in some
ways. All are nearly circular ellipses, \vith the orbits lying in a
flat, thin disk. A good model of the syn., thr(Agh which the planets
roam is the shape of a phonograph rectqd. The 1,nly exception is Pluto,
the outermost planet. Its orbit is r tlx hi fact, when Pluto
passes its perihelion every 248 year is closer to the sun than
Neptune eve ; ;:it the two do not collide because Pluto's orbit is
tipped ont of b;.. which the other planets move.

other planets

The angle betweel the plane of its orbit and that of the earth's orbit is
17°. Furthermore, the path of Pluto is nowhere closer than 200 million
miles to the orbit of Neptune.

The table on page 88 gives you sonic information about the orbits of the
nine principal planets.
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TABLE OF PLANETARY ORBITS

Planet

Mercury

Average Distance
from Sun

(miles)

36,000,000

Orbital Period

88.0 days

Average Speed
in Orbit
(mi/sec)

29,7
Venus 67,200,000 225 days 21.7
Earth 92,900,000 365 days 18,5
Mars 142,000,000 687 days 15.0
Jupiter 483,000,000 11.9 years 8.1

Saturn 886,000,000 29., years 6.0
Uranus 1,780,000,000 84.0 years 4.2
Neptune 2,790,000,000 165 years 3.4
Pluto 3,670,000,000 248 years 2.9

WITHOUT GRAVITATION

Gravitation binds the solar system together. What would happen without
it Suppose that we could turn off gravitation. Nobody can do it, but
you can imagine some of the things that would happen if we could.

6).

The instant before we decide to turn off gravitation, a snapshot of the
solar stste would show the bright central sun and each of the nine
planets at some point in its orbit. Each moon would be at some point in
its own track around its parent planet. And there would be other lesser
bodies tooasteroids, comets, and so on.

Now flick the switch. No longer do the bodies of the solar system exert
any forces on each other. What kind of path does each planet take? Why?
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111111(.:n ilVily fastest?\VItich pl \\inch slowest? Anc .

by, which is the closest planet to the sun? Is the earth still the third
planet out from the sift? Work it out for yourself and then tall. it over

1111 yotir classmates.

gic In the schoolyad, make a valking model of these planetary mo-
tions. Von]) a group of four, ()lie person stands still in the center ()I'
things; lie is the sun. Closest to the sun is Mercury. Ile orbits at
very brisk puce. '1'11(.11 comes Venus, who walks it hit more slimly,
Vi111111%, Card! !limes eyes 111111'1' ;10WIN', third front11 till'

( ;IA% ililt 11111 is on, hit the model in motion so the planets are
nal\ Mg along in their orbits. Oil signal, turn gravitation off. Each
planet vontimies moving al his own %.elocit\. In what direetion does
each one go?

Alter about 15 seconds, stop all motion. Notice the positions of the
participants. Is Mercury still closest to the sun? Is earth still
farther from the sun than Venus is?

PLANETARY MASSES

Tycho Bridle al E-koctiliAti ) made accurate measurements of the chang-
ing positions of the planets. Johannes Kepler used Tycho's data to
discover some rules about planetary motions around the sun. And with a
new invention. the tVil'Sr011e. itstronuniers could begin to measure the

shapes and sizes ()I various planets. Now, with Newton's universal law of
gravitation, it was possible to learn the masses Of some of the planets.
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Vor an example, think ahout the himest satellite in (air solar system --
(lanyinetle. II travels around Jupiter in 11 nearly circular path every
7,2 'lays at a distatwe or 70,000 wiles, (lattytttede takes less time to
~wing avowal Jupiter than the moon does to swing around the earth. And
you ktiosv why; Jupiter is far 111111' 1111St-111'1' 1111111 1.11111,

6/0,000 miles

--o --
orbital period 7.2 (.10V5

Imagine that we van change the mass of Jupiter. For n particular mass,
the table below shows the orbital period of (,'anymede if it moved in
circular orbit, always 670,000 miles from Jupiter's center.

Mass of Jupiter

same as now
4 times now
9 times now

16 times now
1/4 times now

zero

Orbital Period
of Ganymede

7.2 days
3.6 days
2.4 days
1.8 days

14.4 days

Why is no orbital period entered for mass zero'? What would happen to
Ganyined if' the mass of Jupiter suddenly became zeroa huge hall
of nothing?

From Kepler's third law the orbital period of any planet depends on its
average distance from the sun. According to Kepler's law, the square of
Ili- orbital period depends on the cube of the average distance. In you
example of Canymede, the average distance is always the smile, 670,000
miles. So from Kepler's law, the orbital period should also remain the
same. Rut you found in the table that the orbital period would not always
he the same. If it were possible to change the mass of Jupiter, the orbital
periods would be different.

P = Period D = Distance
--D3
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\Vas ICeplr nikiitk et'? Is I k 'bird Iii rrunp,? iiv jiiI
doesn't explain the \dude slor, II doesn't 11111' 111111 ill'14111111 111111 1111'

11111s!*1 111 il Celestial 111110'1 x11111 '111111 }; lo do hit I11'llllill 11111111111,

l'111111 Ille 11111 111 }kid\ itilli1111 11111 re1111,1111101' 111111 111 IllOre 1111111SiVe the
lititel, the itccelcrillitat 111 us mom, II peifcIk

1,, .11 X1111'11111' 111 IIP111) it I'IA 11111','1 \1' 11111111'1 I II)i111

and lo orbit it less 1111,sskl. mn. ,1k,

:\1' 11.1091 Illirll lo find 1.\+11.11y 1HI 1111' llit-ows 11)

Vroin Iplr's im(1 hi, own Im% 111 grityi-
1061111, N01111 discmeictl it %ii III mass HI it pair III celestial
Ilhjl'1'1 \1111'11 111'11 1111ti 01' inh)1.111111i1)11 1,110 1110

period or it satellite iiround ik parent planet, Measure the loorage
distance heRvecti the hvo bodies, \Vitt' this inInritiation the combined
mass III planet plus satellite can he calculated using Nevton's Formula:

ill + it/2 ----
i) 2

129 G11(.111011' till' l'01111)111(41 11111titi Of the follmving platiel-mouti pairs,
Use Nevton's formula and foil 11v the example shown for pail' 4,

Pair

A

B

C.

D

4

2 2

5 5

2 1

D3 MI + M2

4x4x4
2 162x2

hich H1 the lour pairs (It) You 1111(1 to be the most massive?

Perhaps your ansyer is tint stirprising. Even though the satellite
and planet of this pair are rather far zipart, tin- large mass makes for
a strong gravitational attraction. Ind so the satellite is \s"Iiipped
annual in its orhil in a relatively short tinic.

For most pairs orbiting in the solar systemmoon around planet or
planet itround stillthe mass 01 the lesser hod\ is extremely small
ompared ith that t.1 the more massie one. So %klien N'011 (10(.1111111 the
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4'011116110d 4)1. 11 I1 'Mil', )011 HMI(' 114'1 II) 1111(1'111p, (110 11141h 1)1.

1110 li.q!,}trl' hid\ all 1)) Alter 011, int lenni.i
sittilut 1111 Illy soot h11'1 just obout the some 11111 iN 11s Ills

\ilhuttl it tennis 11.111 in II II Ill)' mash; or cm' Olt; 11011 j pounds,
1)11 ili)111 110141 III 111'11'f1111111' 1111' Milhs 111 1110 I II I 111 11 li lo I4ItIhh 111

IMF 11\ Is ('1111,1' 111 tl,lll 1111111111

11061 nll (:1111v in1111.q 111'1111 ICH IIti 111111 WV l'1111111111011 11110-06 J1111014' 11111!6

( 11111\ 1114111' k :II I 1 1 11 11's 1 1 1111 OF 1',1x1 11 Id Ilh Moon, Si) (111 111,iSS 11' J 1 1161 11

Is about 3 1 I 1;11111 11111' 1'h.

Ilere the &milieu.' and mosses 111' 1111. nine plonels ill units Ill the
dionieler 111111 mass ol card'.

Piiillet 01111110tor Mass
Mercury 0.38 0.05
Venus 0.97 0.81

Earth 1.00 1,00

Mars 0.53 0.11

Jupiter 11.2 318.00
Saturn 9.5 95.00
Uranus 3.8 15.00
Neptune 3.5 17.00
Pluto 0.45? ?

Stud\ 1111111 111 till niasNc, 111 planets. Right zuvoy you prohablv
realize that Nem.tott couldn't possilth lime used his Formula to find the
moss of every planet.

Vol. one thing. some planets have 1111 son at all so Ne\vton's
methods couldn't be used. Venus. for example, orbits alone ill space
tinder the gra\ itaiUmal control of the sum. But \viten, alley Ne\vtoli,
astronomers observed the motions of planets near Venus, the\ noticed

N
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the limy effects piodoced I)) the grovitioilimil fotee Ilr viqpi, !rho

neiOthoring planets %%ere olf their courses iirottil the
stilt, weistirir these small gra% ihaional polk, i1 teas possible to
otolo. it foil' estittioh, of the mass of Venus,

1C1an se% end spaceerall liven ploced in orbit, that
curried thew ver close to Venus rront preeise measiirements 01 the
traeks of these spacecraft as the passed the planet we 11111N' 11/1%1` 11 111111'11

'novo rolisibli, inviiHiiro 111 \

T111.1.1` lens 111111111T 11.11s1111, 11111VI'Vlq, N11 NI'01111 C1111111 11111 1'111'1111111' 1111'

14 1111 1111' 11111111+,, Call you guess 111

DISCOVERY OF THE OUTERMOST PLANETS

The night of Nlarch I:i, I 7ii I , !narked the beginning of one of the inost
fascinating stories of astronomy. I iani I lerseliel (iii ?ii- slat11I),il Brit ish
astronomer, was observing the starry sl:v vith his seven-inch rellecting
telescope. Everything seemed to be as usual. Countless tiny images of
stars glided through the held of yiev as Herschel sloylv turned the
telescope. Suddenly he stopped. A strange object hail entered the livid,
one that he had not noticed before. It could not be a star, for it was not a
point of light. It was shaped like a tiny disk. Herschel thought he had
discovered a comet.

O

March, 17 81

*

0 0

April, 1781 Moy, 17 81

lint he teas mistaken. The greenish disk-like object which moved from
night to night against till :stellar background tiirned Out to be something
much bigger. II jLiiiet the first planet discovered since ancient
times. Herschel had added a new member to the family of planets
already known to ancient astronomers.

.94
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11 scientists \Nero delighted \Nit It the ..t . the kill}{
Herschel an income so he could (minute his astronomical

le-walcli, Herschel %vas ver and planned In t Sill the new plum.'
Georgium Shins, after the mune, ittit the planet later lievitine

as Uranus.

The i sem e of Unions turned out to be the tirst net of an e\citig
drama that de% eloped in llie following decades. Newton's law of ;Arm i-
lation was to haw its most ,el ere lest.

The lint lest came after astronomers had used the lams ol Newton and
Kepler to calculate the orbit of Uranus. ()bserviitimis of its eliangie,
position against the stellar Iiiickgroutid showed that Uranus NVils nloyii
Hsi its II 1911 011 for a Brae. liul ils the leiu's 1cnl Ii
Un111115 Was nut quill' following its predicted path; there %vas no (halo
about it. Did this mean that the universal law of gravitation %vas incor-
rect %%as the path of Uranus disturbed by some strange effect
known to astronomers?

Uranus

predicted

observed

In 1 82(./. lionard (boo -VARD) of France had a hunch that the small dis-
turbance of Uranus' motion was the result of the gravitational pull of an
imiliscm ere(' planet in the neighborhood of liratius. .1 few years later
.\ilanis in England and I.everrier deli-vAlit-ce-ay) in ['ranee vorkeil art

this problem independently. They assumed that the disturbance in
Uranus' (whit was caused by the gravitational pull of the unknown
planet. Each spent several years calculating the exact position of this
planet and the mass it must have in order to pull Uranus off course by
the observed amount.

lirst, all attempts to detect the suspected troublemaker were un-
successful. Rut in 181.6, after receiving a letter from Leverrier, the
German astronomer Galli. 1-lehl studied the skies looking for the
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predicted planet. In less 1111111 tin hour of scorching he hilind the planet
in the constellillion Iii Atiliarius lelelx \V 11t1:-I'c-loit, almost \Hell) Ill

the position predicicd 11) Loorrier, Here \Nits anolher member ol the
solar sstent-- the planet Neptune,

Neptune

The disrmer ol Neptune \\ as one of the most spectacular triumphs of
astronomy in the Nth century. ,AI the same time it was a brilliant proof
of the tinkers:11 la of gravitation. \t lirst, credit for discovering
Neptune \\as gien to 1,eerrier and Gaily. Aince Adams also pre-
dicted the existence of Neptune, he shares the honors,

After Neptune had been discovered, the orbit of Uranus was computed
all over again on the basis of the new data. Everything seemed to go

smoothly for a while. Rut then a new puzzle arose. Even when the gravi-
tational pull of Neptune was accounted for, Uranus still didn't quite
follow the predicted path. What was the Celestial trouble this tittle?

It was Percival Lowell, the founder and director of the Lowell Obser,
vatory ill Flagstaff, Arizona, who predicted the existence of still another
planet, But he died in 1916 without ,having discovered it in the sky.
Fourteen years later, C. W. Tombaugh of the Lowell Observatory was
comparing two celestial photographs that had been taken six nig'
apart. 11e noticed a faint image that had changed its position against 1Le
stars during this short period. It did not take long to show that the tiny
dot On the photographs was the long-sought planet. It was in the con-
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Mercury moves rapidly around the sun in an orbital path that resembles
a somewhat elongated ellipse. Observations showed that the orbital
path slowly turns in space. It rotates at the rate of 16 degrees every ten
thousand years.

In 1845, Leverrier was quick to explain the reason for this slow turning
motion. If the sun alone were pulling on Mercury, then the prediction of
Kepler or Newton was that the long axis of Mercury's ellipse would point
toward a fixed position against the background stars. But the stun is not
alone. Venus, earth, and other bodies exert gravitational pulls on
Mercury, too. And as the centuries pass, their effect on Mercury acts to
make the orbit of Mercury turn slowly in space. Leverrier computed the
rate at which Mercury's orbit should turn as a result of all these extra,
weak puns. The predicted rate was almost enoughbut not quite.
Mercury's orbit actually turns a bit faster than Leverrier predicted.

To explain the discrepancy, Leverrier suggested the existence of one or
more unknown planets moving inside Mercury's orbit closer to the sun.
His idea seemed to be supported by some early reports that a tiny black
object had been observed moving across the face of the sun. If the
reports were true, the black spot could have been such a planet. Some
astronomers were so convinced a new planet would actually be found
that the colorful name of Vulcan was assigned to it. But all efforts to find
the planet failed. The reason was simple: Vulcan does not exist. What
then caused the discrepancy?

Vulcan?

Mercury--- 0

More than 70 years were to pass b. fore the answer was clear. The
trouble lies with Newton's universal law of gravitation itself. Under
normal conditions, celestial objects obey the law beautifully just as
Newton predicted. But for very fast-moving bodies, like innermost
Mercury, the rules need to be changed somewhat.

The puzzling motion of Mercury's orbit finally was explained by the
general theory of relativity, which was first given to the world by Albert
Einstein in 1917. Relativity provides an even more complete theory of
gravitation than does the work of Newton. Its predictions about motion
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CHAPTER 10

Out Among the Stars and Galaxies

A falling apple, the moon, the sun, and the planets all move under the
control of gravitation. Does gravitation work also out among the stars?
Newton believed that all objects, large or small, pull on other objects.
He had a hunch that gravitational forces work throughout the universe.
Yet more than 100 years were to pass before Newton's hunch was tested.

When Herschel discovered Uranus in 1781, he extended the horizons
of our knowledge outward to 19 astronomical units from the sun. He also
spent time studying the bright star Castor (KASS -ter), which appeared as
two separate stars in his telescope. He observed the star-pair off and on

---- -..,/ -...,

AZ N
Castor's companion star \

Castor

for a number of years. When he 1)10:Led its track, he found that the
fainter star had been curving steadily around the brighter one, along an
ellipse. Here was a distant star-pair obeying Kepler's laws. Gravitation
was affecting the motions of objects far beyond the bounds of the solar
system.

Herschel could only guess at the enormous distances of the stars. But
we know today that Castor is nearly three million astronomical units or
about 45 light-years from the sun. So Herschel showed that gravitation
was at work more than a hundred thousand times as far away as Uranus.

Many other pairs of stars are known, and for every pair that has been
observed over a long period of time, the stars are found to be moving
around each other obeying Kepler's laws. And if they are obeying
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Kepler's laws, they must move according to 1..critvitittional palls of each
on the other. Here mid there astronomers Coal trios of stars, and
quartets, and even larger groups. Members of each group always move
tu.,..orditig II, the gytivittitimmi rules,

STAR MASSES

Kt...pler's third law, as improved by Newton, can be used to find the
combined mass of a moon and planet, or the combined mass of sun and
earth. Cats we Cold the masses Of stars in this same way?

No isolated star exerts enough gravitational force on any other star to
change its velocity noticeably. Hat with a star-pair, small changes in
position mav he observed from year to year. After many decades these
small changes can be plotted to find the track of each of the stars. III
every instance the fainter star is fount to be moving in an elliptical
path around the brighter one.

2030,

2020 ---- -x2010,x-.

N' 11990

,<I980

x1970

2040
1

x1960

From a plot of the orbit it is possible to figure the orbital period. Then
when vou have also learned the average distance between the two, the
combined mass of the stars can be calculated by Newton's formula.

In units of the sun's mass, the combined mass of a pair of stars equals
the cube of the average distance between the stars, divided by the
square of the orbital period.

100
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Slipps(w II star.pair has an orbital rriod of 111.(, years and an avvrage
searation or ('liar ('I' X .1. X .1,1 X 51. Thu
atislvvr is 2.5. So together both situ's are 2,5 times as massiry as
the sun.

gpNow use Nvwtoit's ('ormolu to work out them. vxamph.s.

I. A star-pair lots an orbital period of 10 years. TI
separation is I O a,u. Find the 1`1111116111'd masses.

2. Think ()I' a differen1 pair of stars. This pair is also srpanded by
it distance of 10 nat. lint theme two stars are found to have an
orbital period of 20 years. Is this pair as massive as the other
one? Does the law of gravitation give roe a clue? First, make a
good guess about the combined mass of this pair. Thyn, figure
it out to see if Ilan guess was a reasonable one.

You and someone else step On a scale together and the pointer shows
183 pounds. You know something, but perhaps not all you want to
know. Who is the more massive? How would you find out easily?

avelligv

You can't place a star on a scale, but you know how to find the combined
mass of a pair of stars. How can we determine the mass of each in-
dividual star is we know only the combined mass of both?

Remember in Chapter 7 when all the world's people jumped off a one-
tnile tower at the same time. The earth pulled downward on them, and
they pulled upward on the earth with the same gravitational force. They
both pulled on each other. And so the people were accelerated down-
ward and the earth upward.
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Intl the earth is more massive by far 1111111 all the 1wople in Ilse world.
So it moves upward only a tiny distitnee to meet the billing crowd.

In the same wily, earth and sin pull on one another wills die sums' force.
But since the card% is so marls less massive, it is iieceirrated 330,000
times more than the sun.

Think of two stars haying equal masses, moving around one another in
circular orbits. Who is going around whom? You know the forces are
equal, hot so, too, are the accelerations this time. On this celestial
merry-go-round each star affects the motion of the other in the slime
way. Can you guess where the center of the merry-go-round would lie?

Make a start on this puzzle by working with masses stuck to the end of
a wooden rod.

CENTER OF MASS

gc) Find the balance point of a one-foot ruler. Where is it? Find the
balance point of a yardstick. Where is it?

Now try the same thing with a straight wooden rod.
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1\11.x1, Iix two viittill-sizi.11 pilwvs of clity to (.11(.11 1.1111 of 1111. rod,
WIwn. is hillitiwe point? Tiwit stick it rilllllll bit of clay it uiu
end and big glob ollw, Wlwi. is Ow Intlinwl. point now?

Ill viteli III liwst. nctivitics von found it 1)1)1111 %vit(nli thy nutssys aro

WIwn is this IntIntwv point ntidvitv Iwt%vven tin' 1%%() masses?

And %%hen it it closp to (1111' of dn. 11111sges Illitn lo the oti«.?

Nmv think of the stick and the globs of clay as a single mass. I low can
you lind the center III the %%ludo mhss?

capAl (.(wIt end of n Mirk place it lump ()I' clay. Our lump should Ile
wore mitssivi. 1111111 the other. Tie rulilier band:, together to form
string about :i feet long. Attaeli the rubber-band string somewhere
near the center of the stick. Notier what happens when the stick
hangs freely.

0*, .."
Now 110111 the stick in position and ask a classmate to start twisting
the rubber bands. Have him keel) twisting until the riihber band
is nicely wound hp. While he holds the rubber-band string, you let
go of We stick. \\flitch the stiek its it picks up speed. Can you see
the center of mass?

Change the sizes of the Ic.ay globs and repeat this activity several
times. Observe what happens. Can von find the center of mass each
time? Is the center of mass always in the same place? What can
von say about the center of mass when one of the objects is inure
massive than the other?
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ik I I hong Il there IN solid matter connecting Iwo stars, every pair of
celestial objects has it center mass, As )viii) your whirling mashes,
the 14111111 Or 11111SS 01 any two stars along it straight line lietween the
centers of till' Iwo stars.

TO 111111 till' 1111155 Or 011(11 111(11%'11111111 11S1111111111WI'S 1111151 111111 011'
111S111111T till' till'y 11111S1 1001111' till' l'01111,1' 111 111115S

till' St11111111% Will) this information they can lind the relative masses
of the stars how massive the big star is in terms ()I' the smaller one,

If two stars 1111' equal') massive, the center of mass lies halkvay hr.
hveen them.

6
If the larger star is twice 115 massive as the smaller, the center ()I' 1111155
IIVS twice as close to the big star as it does to the smaller. If the bigger
star is 9.411 times as massive 115 its smaller companion, the center of
mass lies 9.4111 times as close to the more massive body.

2M

D 2D

Remember that a single isolated star moves in a straight line at con-
stant speed for centuries on end. But in a star-pair how does each
member move? And what kind of track does the center of mass take?

gpSet up your equipment again the same way as in the previous
activity. But this time attach the rubber band to the center of mass.
Wind up the rubber band a bit, but not nearly as much as before.
As soon as the masses begin to rotate, walk slowly and carefully in
one direction. Watch the path taken by the individual Are
the paths the same? Which mass moves faster?

Now do it again, this time keeping your eye on the center of mass.
Flow is it moving?
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In n 1.1'i1I1'1' 11141Nri 111111 11111\T in !hip in

(guilt no, cvnior 111 'MINH; 1'1111 IIII`

motion of each star of the pair fin many years against the background of
faint and distant stars. You know that the center of mass must always lie

on a line joining the two stars. And you know the center of mass must
move straight at a fixed rate. You use these clues to find out how massive
the big star is in terms of the smaller one.

Sirius (SEER-ce-us) is the brightest star in the sky. In the 1840's Sirius
was observed to follow a wavy motion against the background of distant
stars. Astronomers suspected that an undiscovered companion star was
affecting the path of Sirius. Yet almost twenty years passed before the
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faint vmponion was tieluitlly wen thruitp,11 o telescope, This slitpoir
found to limit tin MO 1111 It V1111111,i, 16111114T

111)111'1 (If 1W1'111 11:411'1111411111911 111111h, \VIM' Is (III( coniljnoil 1111155

H1111'1111111

1)1'1011 lies 111111111 lis close I() 1110 C011101'111 'Miss Its
(110 f(,(11)111 v01111111111011, \\ 11111 1'1111 )011 1's111111111' 11110111 1111' 11111Ss 111

1411'11 ()I' 1110 I1) situ's?

,.\;411'oni)mors
111115 ilr HO\ 111111111.01 1111'1

1111'(' 111111111 !MVO.; Or 1111' HIM'S is close III 'median' that of
the sun. A fev stars are len or more limes Its massive ns the $1111.
most stars are loss massive than ours and some little ones lime masses
less than onetentli of the sun's, The sizo ((I stars differ greatl front one
another, and the inniinsitie,s of stars differ ptioriiousl, Ilin the masses
don't differ nearly so imich,

In I963 for the lirst time, a planet was detected outside the solar
system. liarnard's Star, the second nearest star is a faint (lot in
the constellation of Ophiuchus tolifeeyoueusst, Its motion against the
stellar background is not quite a straight line, but traces, instead, a er)
slight wave motion. ()ne wave is completed eer 2. ears. The motion

\ '90
\ ;dr0"

0 /4
0,-

-*

must be caused by an invisible companion. It is possible to calculate
from the motion of Barnard's Star that the companion, although never
seen, has a mass only a hit more than Jupiter's. Since the companion is
many times less massive than any known luminous star, it seems
reasonable to believe that the invisible companion is a planet.
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THE HOME OALAXY

Our Milky Way galaxy 10 n lingo ftilthriving of alas whooling around in
200 billion antra ilivoll in a viol rogion of

likti a panolika, Our Attlmy 1100 0 iliiiinator of about
100,000 lightloar0, Hot wool the oitino kiiwo is nut 010thinily maim,
Pet lio0 olitiAiiiiitlroilth of all tho MAO ill' the tsaittxy k in tintitiitallor
01100o, in Ilia ham of iiinglo ow§ hydrogen goo, 11111 'warty all
the roil of tho manor hi our galaxy 10 hr (ha 0101-0,
ittar0 ;night militant% for a vary itnuill part of the ina00, but 00trononitir0
know vary iitllu about plinititry 0y0teriut beyond our own,

The Great Galaxy in Andromeda is similar to our own galaxy.
The two are about equal In size
and both have large spiral disks that bulge in the center.

In our part of the galaxy a star's nearest neighbor is about four
years away. In the central part, the stars are more neighborly about
one or two light-years apart. But there is still plenty of room, so there is
very little chance of stars colliding with one another even in the center
of the galaxy.
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Eklell Star 111 0111 galaxy is moving in orbit along a path that is deter-
mined by the net gravitational force exerted on it by all the other stars
in the entire galaxy. For example, think of our starthe sun. Alpha
Centauri (AL fa Sim-'F 011E4.e), liarnard's Star, Sirius, and other nearby
stars exert the greatest individual pulls on the sun. Because of their
closeness their gravitational pulls are much stronger than those of dis-
tant stars. So it might seem that these nearby stars control the su's
galactic orbit.

Sirius IVIfr

Alpha
Centauri JOt

Barnard's
* Star

but there are two good reasons why this is not so. In the diagram above,
see how the gravitational pulls of nearby stars tend to balance each other.

fhc chief reason that the nearby stars don't rule our galactic motion is
that the billions of stars near the huh of the galaxy are all pulling to-
gether On uspulling in about the same direction. the net gravitational
force arising from the stars far away in the central part of the galaxy is
about a thousand times as great as that arising from the pull of nearby
Alpha Centauri.
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The sun and solar system respond to this greater force by moving in a
huge orbit around the center of the galaxy at a speed of about 150
mi/see. Even at such a rapid speed, it takes us about 220 million years
to cotopiele one circuit around the center of the galaxy.

Turn off gravitation throughout the galaxy and watch what happens.
Keep \uttelling for a hundred million ears. All the stars and atoms in
the galaxy move out in straight lines into inter - galactic space. The
galaxy is flying apart.

Now start over again with the galaxy as it is today. Leave gravitation
on this time, but stop all of the stars in their galactic orbits so that each
one sees all the others at rest. What happens then? See if von can tell.
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But with gravitation turned on and with the stars having the orbital
motions they were born with, the galaxy neither shrinks nor swells; it
neither flies apart nor collapses in a central heap. Our spinning galaxy
will keep going for a long time. Even after the light from all the stars
fades out, the stars will still retain almost all of their matter. The
gravitational attraction of these dark masses on one another will con-
tinue on and on.

FAR OUT AMONG THE GALAXIES

The galaxies are the largest known star systems in the universe. A
typical galaxy is a system of billions of stars. And every single star iri a
galaxy moves in a huge orbit around the galactic center, obeying the
combined gravitation pull of all the other stars in its home galaxy.

In some galaxies the stars are arranged in great spherical regions.
Other galaxies, like our own Milky Way system, are shaped more like
pancakes or fried eggs; most of the stars are confined to a thin disk and
move in roughly circular orbits around the central zone.

Many galaxies are isolated in space. But here and there one finds pairs,
or, triplets, or even larger groups, called clusters of galaxies.

Galaxies Contain billions of
stars. Each star in
these distant galaxies reacts to
gravitational forces
in its home galaxy In the same
way the sun obeys the
gravitational pulls in our galaxy.



Our own home galaxy has two relatively close neighborsthe Large
Cloud of Magellan and the Small Cloud of Magellan, both easily seen
from the southern hemisphere. These galaxies are about 150,000 light-
years from here and about 50,000 light-years from one another. Be-
cause galaxies also exert gravitational pull on each other, the two
Clouds of Magellan may orbit around each other. And at the same time
they may go around or through our own Milky Way galaxy. Astronomers
do not vet know just how the three of us are moving in relation to one
another.

Our galaxy also belongs to a bigger group with seventeen known mem-
bers, called the Local Group. Ours is a galaxy of the spiral type, and we
rank second in size in our Local Group. Largest is the Great Spiral in
Andromeda fan-DROm-u -duht, barely visible to the unaided eye on a
clear dark evening in autumn or winter. It is about two million light-
years away. All the members of our Local Group influence each other's
motions, but it is yet certain just how. The major effect on our galaxy's
motion must arise from the pull of our massive spiral neighbor in
Adromeda.

Huge clusters of galaxies, with hundreds of members in each one, are
found here and there in distant space. Astronomers have been able to
learn that the galaxies in those great clusters are moving around with
speeds up to 1000 mi/sec or more.

These high speeds mean one of two things. Perhaps the galaxies of such
a cluster are flying apart. Or perhaps the members arc staying together
but are wandering around among one another in response to the very
strong gravitational pulls of the galaxies on each other. There may he
some truth in both suggestions. But whatever the answers may he, it
seems certain that galaxies in these great clusters must collide and
pass through each other occasionally.
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